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Introduction
Almost all of us work in teams, and within our role as managers we spend
much time discussing the performance of teams. As individuals we are
accustomed to working in teams that have a common task and operate in a
specific organisational environment. At an intuitive, subconscious level, we are
aware that some of the teams we are a part of, or manage, perform much better
than others.

As Senge (1990) observed, in George Orwell’s Animal Farm, the horse Boxer
always has the same answer to any difficulty, “I will work harder”. At first his
well-intentioned diligence inspired everybody, but the harder he worked the
more work there was to do. How true is this of modern day knowledge-based
organisations? Well-intentioned individuals who have the best interests of their
employer at heart will say, “I must work harder” when the teams of which they
are a part fail to achieve the objectives they were set. The cost goes straight to
the company bottom line as product development costs over-run, and decent,
hard-working people are signed-off sick suffering from stress-related illness.
Working harder alone will not restore lost competitive advantage.

If working harder is not in itself enough then increased productivity must be
the aim. The difference between manual-worker productivity and
knowledge-worker productivity was considered by Drucker (1999). In a
production context, where one new machine can automate what ten manual
workers did previously, the method by which productivity may be increased is
relatively easy to both predict and measure. The same prediction and
measurement techniques are less relevant, however, in a knowledge-based
organisation or the knowledge-based parts of an organisation. Increased
management productivity or research and development productivity is less
tangible, more elusive and therefore more difficult to improve by simply
investing capital in the organisation.

The oft-quoted endorsement of theory made by Lewin (1945) “there is
nothing quite so practical as a good theory” contains two key claims: theory is
practical – it is useful in guiding practice – and, only good theory is practical.
The observation was made by Sutton and Staw (1995):

Theory is about connections among phenomena, a story about why acts, events, structure
and thoughts occur.

This quote is expanded by Whetten (1989) who argues that the most promising
area within theory development is the incremental improvement of theories.
Specifically, theory development mostly focused on improving extant
explanations for what is readily observable, via a process of incremental
change informed by logical empirical or practical tests. A benchmark for theory
development is Kant’s (1998) treatise on scientific knowledge in which it is
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argued that a body of scholarship should be both complete and systematic.
This was interpreted by Whetten (2002), who wrote:

What scholars have to say about a subject should represent a complete, or satisfactory,
accounting of the matter, in the sense that it shouldn’t contain obvious, gaping holes.

This monograph aims to be useful in guiding practice within the context of the
leadership that is necessary for effective team development. An assumption
underpinning the work presented is that any senior manager who can become
more effective at developing high performing teams within their organisation
will directly contribute to an increase in the organisation’s productivity. The
observations of Whetten (1989) are relevant, with the monograph presenting
incremental enhancement to a well-grounded body of theoretical work that has
had the time to successfully withstand academic scrutiny and practical
application. Second, the approach of Whetten (2002) is considered appropriate,
and the monograph contains an account of the theory underpinning the
proposed incremental extensions to theory.

The contribution of the monograph can best be considered in terms of the
difference between contributions of theory and contributions to theory. The
former use theory to improve enquiry: the latter use enquiry to improve theory.
This monograph may be regarded as an investigation into, and study of the
contribution of theory concerning leadership and team development. In section
1 the literature associated with teams and teamwork is reviewed. In section 2
the literature associated with leadership is reviewed. These sections provide
context for section 3, in which practical applications of the “team landscape”
and “leadership landscape” of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a,b) are presented.

The team landscape considers key factors associated with the team
development process. The leadership landscape considers key leadership roles
associated with minimising the time taken for a team to navigate the team
development process. These landscapes are incremental enhancements to the
theory previously existing. The monograph considers this contribution to
theory in two ways. First, within the wider context of the theoretical body of
work underpinning the theory development of Sheard and Kakabadse
(2002a,b). Second, within the context of how this can guide practice – the
day-to-day behaviour of senior managers within an organisation to improve
organisational performance.

The above differs from the original work of Sheard and Kakabadse
(2002a, b), who focused on making a contribution to theory, generating new
frameworks that expand on the theory from which they were derived. The
original focus was on the methodology, data gathered and their associated
validation, not on practical application.

Practical application of the team and leadership landscapes is presented in
section 4 through a case study. A road map for theory-building from case study
research was proposed by Eisenhardt (1989), who argued that the theoretical
insights of case study research arise frommethodological rigour. Rigour in case
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study research was a prime issue for Yin (1994), who considered external
validity to be a crucial issue to an understanding of how far a case study
finding may be generalised.

The issues raised by Eisenhardt (1989) and Yin (1994) are addressed in the
latter part of section 4 where the case study is analysed using the team and
leadership landscape, and in section 5, which relates back to the literature
review in sections 1 and 2. This comprises a triangulation exercise. The team
and leadership landscapes were developed as separate aspects of one research
programme within one organisation. The case study in section 4 was developed
independently within a different organisation. This addresses the concern of
Yin (1994) regarding external validity, and that of Eisenhardt (1989), as the
practical case study was subjected to theoretical analysis using extensions to
theory derived from an alternative organisation. Additionally, the linkage back
to the literature review in section 5 is the “reality check” that gives confidence
in validity of the monograph’s conclusions by providing a link between the
theory-building and theory-testing of sections 4 and 5, and the well-grounded
body of published scholarly work reviewed in sections 1 and 2. This supports
the assertion that the conclusions reached are independent of the two
organisations within which the team landscape, leadership landscape and case
study were developed. This is what underpins the confidence that the insights
generated may be validly applied within other organisations.

This monograph develops and consolidates a body of theory that can both
guide practice and lend itself to further development. The theoretical
assumptions and claims have been codified in section 3, thus making them
more amenable to further development. This single-level approach to theory
building could be considered under-specified, as it can be argued that most
constructs of interest to organisational scholars are embedded in a complex,
multi-level set of interdependent processes. Whilst it is acknowledged that
there are some excellent examples of multi-level theorising (Aldrich, 1999;
Arrow et al., 2000) the observations of Kozlowski and Klein (2000) are
considered to take precedence. They observe that in general the challenges
posed by multi-level theories are so great that the prudent path is to act as if
they occur at only one level of theory and analysis. In this way focus is
temporarily restricted. This is the approach adopted in this monograph.
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1. What is a team?
In this section the literature on teams, team working and groups is reviewed.
The fundamental dilemma associated with membership of a group is
considered. This is followed by a review of the differences between a group and
a team, and in so doing clarifies the management issues associated with
creating and leading teams. The section concludes with a review of the creative
process. A key aspect of teams and team working is ability of the group of
individuals that comprises the team to be more creative than any of the
individuals could be in isolation. The issues associated with the management of
creativity provide an insight into the essence of leadership, and therefore the
nature of what is demanded of those in an organisation charged with providing
the leadership it needs.

First, it is appropriate to consider what a team is. A good working definition
of a team was provided by Katzenbach and Smith (1993), who wrote:

A team is a small number of people with complementary skills who are committed to a
common purpose, performance goals, and approach for which they hold themselves mutually
accountable.

Essentially the same sentiments were also encapsulated by Babbington-Smith
(1979), who wrote:

A team is a group in which the individuals have a common aim and in which the jobs and
skills of each member fit in with those of others, as – to take a very mechanical and static
analogy – in a jigsaw puzzle pieces fit together without distortion and together produce some
overall pattern.

A comprehensive review of common elements in definitions of teams was
provided by Higgs (1999), who identified seven common elements, with 52
authors cited as having identified at least one of these common elements in
their attempts to define the nature of a team. The seven common elements were:

(1) common purpose;

(2) interdependence;

(3) clarity of roles and contribution;

(4) satisfaction from mutual working;

(5) mutual and individual accountability;

(6) realisation of synergies; and

(7) empowerment.

The number of individuals collected together has a primary influence on
whether a collection should be regarded as a group or a team. Effective
intelligence of a team comprising a set of individuals with complementary roles
was considered by Belbin (2000), who considered it to be higher than that of
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any individual within the team. Conversely, Belbin (2000) considered the
effective intelligence of a large group can be very much lower than the average
for a group member, a point confirmed by the research of Goleman et al. (2002).
This can be attributed to the phenomenon of group-think, first proposed by
Janis (1982) whereby “a group of people too large to form a team are prone to
think alike and to follow the same illusions” and can be characterised by:

. little or no debate about issues;

. little or no challenging of a decision once made;

. little or no self-criticism;

. lots of self-congratulation;

. defensiveness against criticism or challenge;

. a sense of “us against the world”;

. an absolute conviction that the team is right; and

. declining interest in facts or opinions from outside the team.

The precise size for optimum team performance must be context-sensitive, and
what will work well in one situation may not translate well to others. The
optimum size for a team was considered by Adair (1986), Robbins (1984) and
Kakabadse et al. (1988). The issue was addressed directly by Hackman (2002),
who has a personal preference for teams with four or five members, considering
them to be optimum. Teams of six members are still considered acceptable by
Belbin (2000), however, after that number the spread of contributions between
team members becomes more uneven, and one person becomes more likely to
dominate. The reason for this is that large numbers of people, by virtue of size,
have trouble interacting constructively as a team, much less agreeing on
actionable specifics. A small team of people, by contrast, is more likely to work
successfully through their individual, functional and hierarchical differences.
This makes it much more likely that they will be able to work towards a
common plan and hold themselves jointly accountable for the results.

The relevance of teams may be considered within the context of risk and
complexity. In high-risk situations of low complexity, the appropriate
response is to trust one competent individual to undertake the task.
Teamwork is not appropriate in these circumstances. As complexity
increases, risk can be reduced by assigning the task to a team with members
having complementary skills, each of which is relevant to delivering the
objective. As complexity increases, so does risk. To reduce risk, the correct
response is to break down the objective into a set of sub-goals, each of
which can be addressed by a separate small team. A single large group
might contain the necessary technical skills to deliver the overall objective,
but the risk associated with this approach is high.

The situations in which teams will add value were considered by Critchley
and Casey (1984), who point out that the conditions for effective team working
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relate to situations entailing high uncertainty and maximum choice.
Specifically regarding senior management teams, Critchley and Casey (1984)
suggested that these conditions are best met when the team is involved in
strategic problem solving and planning. The idea that senior management
teams do mostly engage in work of this type is not borne out by Dainty and
Kakabadse (1992), who concluded that the majority of top team discussions
focus on operational issues. Setting this aside, however, the basic principle that
Critchley and Casey (1984) are advancing is considered to be sound. When a
complex problem has a strategic element complicating the optimum solution,
and a significant amount of planning is inevitable due to the complexity of the
issues, then team working is the optimum organisational solution.

The situations in which teams are appropriate were also considered by
Higgs (1999), who focused on the complexity of the task. The conclusions
reached were that in general it appears that teams are not as effective at dealing
with simple tasks as complex ones. Teams appear to be able to add value in
performance terms where there is a diversity of possible solutions. Team
working represents a more effective approach than either independent or
competitive working in dealing with complex problems.

The dynamics of a project’s life cycle were considered by Davidson (1995),
who described an “isomorphic” approach to project team structures. This
approach involves the systematic breaking down of a top-level goal into a
structured set of sub-goals, each of which can be undertaken by a separate
team. The extent to which a large task should be broken down was not
specifically considered. The author’s own experience is that it is desirable to
complete each sub-goal in between two and six months. This provides a regular
stream of “achievements” that boost morale amongst individuals working in
teams assigned to other sub-goals. This time-scale can be considered in
combination with Belbin’s (2000) preference for teams with no more than six
members. The implication is that the team structure should aim to break the
top-level goal down into sub-goals that can be achieved with approximately
two man-years of effort. This equates to a six-man team working for no more
than approximately four months.

The factors that influence group members’ perception of themselves as a
team were studied by Higgs and Rowland (1992). The dominant factor was
found to be individual group members’ opinions as to the significance of
their interdependence on others within the group. The higher the perceived
interdependence, the higher the likelihood individuals would consider
themselves to be part of a team. This complements the findings of Critchley
and Casey (1984), who identified the perceived need for effective exercising
of interpersonal skills as a key aspect of interdependence within a team. The
need for effective use of interpersonal skills was found to be highest when
team members perceived them to be essential in order for the team to
achieve its goal.
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The advantages and disadvantages associated with a team-based approach
to problem solving were reviewed by Hardington (1995) (Table I).

A situation in which team working should logically be appropriate, but in
practice is not, was studied by Morse (2002) in his article “Management by
fire”. Morse (2002) considered the paradoxical synergy of order and chaos in the
kitchen of Les Halles, New York’s celebrated brasserie. The kitchen has a very
old, rigid and traditional society promoting a culture of obedience. Rules
govern people’s behaviour and provide focus to the way they maintain their
work area. The organisational structure is based around a dictatorship, the
antitheses of team working – but it works.

In summary, a team is most appropriate when the organisational problem to
be addressed is complex with team members having a high degree of
inter-dependence. Those assigned to the team must regard themselves to be
mutually inter-dependent if the members are to perceive themselves as part of a
team. In forming teams the team must be constituted appropriately, with a full
range of skills needed to deliver the required goal. According to some,

Advantages Disadvantages

Working in teams can release creative energy.
Communication in effective teams is
genuinely interactive, with people building on
one another’s suggestions, adding fresh
perspectives which move the discussion
forward, and show interest in others’
comments on their own points

Too much time and energy are spent
improving communication and interactive
skills. Work suffers as a consequence

Working in teams can mean people enjoy
work more. We all like, and need, to belong.
Working in teams satisfies that basic human
need

Particular individuals are embarrassed or
marginalised as they find teamwork difficult,
and contrary to their natural style

Working in teams can lead to improvements
in efficiency. When people are planning and
implementing a variety of activities together,
with ongoing co-operation and constant
communication, they are able to identify many
ways to improve how work is organised, how
information, ideas and outputs flow, and how
different activities influence one another’s
critical paths

Teams start competing with one another, to
the detriment of the organisation as a whole

Sometimes team working is the only way to
do the job. This is not strictly an “advantage”,
however, many essential and mundane
organisational tasks cannot be performed
without it

Source: Hardington (1995)

Table I.
Advantages and
disadvantages of team
working
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Hackman (2002) and Belbin (2000), the team should ideally have no more than
six members. If six people cannot deliver the goal in no more than four months,
then it is a role of senior management to split the goal into sub-goals, such that
each sub-goal requires no more than two man-years of effort to deliver.

1.1 The dilemma and value of group membership
The above could be taken as implying that being part of a team is a universally
good thing, but this is by no means automatically the case. There is a trade-off
we make as individuals, associated with membership of a team. This trade-off
was considered by Diamond (1993), who argued that an individual’s ability to
maintain a balance of relative independence (personal identity and self-esteem)
and group membership (a sense of belonging and affiliation) is key.
Establishing a separate identity in a group is essential to emotional well being.
Further, fear of losing one’s personal identity is a major factor in the reluctance
of individuals to join a new team. This reticence is seldom expressed in these
terms, instead being rationalised into entirely plausible reasons why a specific
individual is not able to leave the group they are currently in to join the new
one. These conscious rational explanations mask the real unconscious and
irrational fear, and provide those in leadership roles with a major challenge.

The requirement for independence and autonomy is what distinguishes us
from each other. However, group affiliation draws upon individual narcissism –
both healthy and pathological. Individual requirements for self-esteem and
reassurance differ. Some need more reinforcement than others, and some must
find others who make them feel more powerful and safe. However, all of us need
others and therefore need some degree of affiliation. In essence we simultaneously
want to be part of a group and fear the loss of personal identity associated with it.

Group membership can give many a feeling of omnipotence; being part of a
group gives individuals a sense of being larger, greater, and more ideal than
they really are. That is, group membership is a way of fulfilling the demands of
the ego ideal – that near-perfect sense of oneself at his or her future best.
Therefore some affiliation with others is important in that it provides not only a
defence, but also a sense of being greater than one.

Consequently, people may often go to great lengths in order to maintain their
affiliation with a group, to the extent that sometimes they will do things within
the group that they would not do outside it. As members of groups individuals
appear capable of action that is split off from their self-identity. These acts,
Diamond (1993) argues, arise out of fear of group rejection. This helps to
explain the active and passive resistance that those tasked with creating a new
team to address a specific problem face. While autonomy may be an important
need for individuals in groups, membership and affiliation requirements are
important as well. The defensive actions taken by the individuals within a
group arise to ward off “annihilation anxiety” triggered by fear of separation,
abandonment and loss of affiliation.
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Critical organisational events often ignite anxiety and aggression that in
turn spark regressive and defensive group responses. Regression, for our
purposes, is defined as an extreme and counterproductive reaction to
environmental and organisational incidents, which are perceived by group
members as threatening to their sense of self. The significance of this is
identified by Diamond, who concluded that there is an imbalance that favours
group membership and affiliation over personal identity and autonomy. This
has far reaching consequences for any individual in an organisation attempting
to mobilise a new team around a specific organisational problem, as invariably
every potential member of the new team will be an existing member of another.
This observation provides some insight into why senior managers can, and
often do, encounter such resistance when attempting to constitute a new team.

1.2 What makes a group of people a team?
Groups and teams are not the same thing. A group was defined by Robbins
(1984) as two or more individuals, interacting and interdependent, who have
come together to achieve a particular objective. The individuals concerned
interact primarily to share information and to make decisions to help one another
perform within each member’s area of responsibility. In this context the group
has no need or opportunity to engage in collective work that requires joint effort.
The performance of the group is therefore merely the summation of the group
members’ individual contributions. There is no positive synergy that would
create an overall level of performance that is greater than the sum of the inputs.

By contrast, a team generates positive synergy through co-ordinated effort.
The individual efforts of team members result in a level of performance that is
greater than the sum of the individual inputs. Robbins (1984) classified teams
into three basic types:

(1) problem-solving teams;

(2) self-managed work teams; and

(3) cross-functional teams.

Problem-solving teams became popular in the early 1980s when team based
working in organisations was beginning to grow in popularity. They typically
were composed of 5-12 employees from the same department who met for a few
hours each week to discuss ways of improving quality, efficiency and the work
environment. In problem solving teams, members share ideas or offer
suggestions on how work processes and methods can be improved. However,
these teams are rarely given the authority to implement unilaterally any of
their suggested actions.

Self-managedwork teams are generally composed of 10-15 people who take on
the responsibility of their former supervisor. Typically these responsibilities
include collective control over the place of work, determination of work
assignments, organisation of breaks, and collective choices of inspection
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procedures. Fully self-managed teams even select their own members and the
members evaluate each other’s performance. As a result, supervisory positions
take on decreased importance and may even be eliminated.

The popularity of cross-functional teams rose sharply in the late 1980s. They
are made up of employees from about the same hierarchical level, but from
different work areas who come together to perform a task. Cross-functional
teams are not always referred to as such – a task force is no more than a
temporary cross-functional team, and a committee is also for all practical
purposes another form or cross-functional team.

Cross-functional teams are an effective means for allowing people from
diverse areas within an organisation, or even between organisations, to
exchange information, develop new ideas, co-ordinate and solve complex
problems. Robbins (1984) observes that cross-functional teams are particularly
difficult to manage. Specifically:

Their early stages of development are often very time-consuming as members learn to work
with diversity and complexity. It takes time to build trust and teamwork, especially amongst
people from different backgrounds, with different experiences and perspectives.

Cross-functional teams in functionally aligned organisations were studied by
Bishop (1999), who identified eight key factors for successful cross-functional
teams:

(1) project sponsorship and upper management support;

(2) project goals/scope/objectives;

(3) leadership;

(4) membership/resources;

(5) communication;

(6) team authority/autonomy;

(7) performance/reward system; and

(8) team dynamics.

Bishop (1999) remarks that integrating cross-functional teams into a
hierarchical organisation is not a trivial task. Specifically, functional
departments often control the resources and information vital to the success
of the cross-functional team. They can, and often do, sabotage the efforts of
cross-functional teams. Despite the difficulty inherent in the creation and
management of cross-functional teams, this is the type of team that offers the
greatest potential for high organisational performance. The challenge for senior
management is to realise that potential.

1.3 Team work
One aspect associated with implementation of cross-functional teams is the
introduction of a team-based, organisation-wide approach to problem solving.
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Teamwork is required, with a new project team being created around each new
problem the organisation is to address. Essentially each team is given a
complete project to undertake and deliver. This approach to organisational
problem solving requires individuals to work outside their specific area of
functional competence for much of the time, and therefore their role within the
project team becomes relevant.

The role of an individual within a project team may be considered not just in
terms of their functional role. Belbin (2000) made the case for considering teams
from the perspective of functional roles, professional roles, work roles and team
roles (Table II). The objective of this was to illustrate how the mature team can
learn to distribute work between its own members. This approach can promote
an understanding of how to manage a team both from the perspective of what
the team is tasked with doing, and how it goes about doing so most effectively.

The concept of team roles is not recent, with Benne and Sheats (1948)
describing 12 group-task roles, seven “group building and maintenance” roles
and eight individual roles. Woodcock (1989) proposed 12 roles; Margerison and
McCann (1990) identified nine; Davis et al. (1992) proposed five team roles,
subdivided into 15, while Spencer and Pruss (1992) made the case for ten roles.
By far the most widely used team roles today, however, are the eight team roles
developed by Belbin (1981), subsequently revised and expanded into nine team
roles by Belbin (1993), with their application considered further by Belbin (1997).

A critical argument arising from Belbin’s research is that the more a team
displays “a spread of personal attributes, laying the foundation for different
team role capabilities”, the greater the propensity for it to be a high performing
team (Belbin, 1993). The concept put forward by Belbin (1993) is one of “the
balanced team” in which each of the nine team roles are represented in at least

Roles

Team roles The tendency to behave, contribute and interrelate with others in a
particular way. A team role signifies the contribution someone is typically
disposed to make in interpersonal working relationships. The hyphenated
term indicates its adjectival use, as in team-role profile, and is employed to
remove any possible ambiguities of meaning

Functional roles A functional role refers to how a person is expected to perform on the basis
of the job title and supposed duties. Often those presumptions are misplaced

Professional roles The professional role refers to the qualifications and formal training a
person brings to the job. Professionals often find it difficult to see the
distinction between their role and the nature of the job

Work roles A work role relates to the tasks and responsibilities undertaken by
individuals or executed within teams. The categories of work referred to are
the seven colour categories of work, defined in Belbin (1997)

Source: Belbin (2000)
Table II.
Definition of roles
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one team member’s profile as a high scoring role. In other words, in a balanced
team, all roles are represented. Belbin (1993) also contends that a team’s
performance will not necessarily diminish if all the roles are not naturally
represented as high-scoring, as long as the missing roles are present at a lesser
but “able to be assumed” level.

The concept of team balance is derived from Belbin’s experience observing
teams. Belbin (1981) described the “Apollo syndrome” when considering the
performance of teams. This refers to his experience running management
simulations at the Administrative Staff College, Henley. During these
management simulations, Belbin (1981) found that teams comprising
individuals with very high mental ability compared to the teams against
which they were competing could perform very well, but more usually yielded
disappointing results. Simply having a collection of high performing
individuals did not guarantee that the resulting team would be high
performing. In practice the reverse was more usual.

An empirical study of Belbin’s (1981) team roles was undertaken by
Partington and Harris (1999), who systematically evaluated the team balance of
271 students in 43 teams playing the same business game in an attempt to
correlate team balance with team success. Rather disappointingly, Partington
and Harris (1999) concluded that there was no statistically significant link
between team balance and success in the business game. Whilst this point is
conceded, Partington and Harris (1999) studied MBA students, who are a
somewhat atypical section of the general population, with a marked tendency for
the team roles shaper and co-ordinator. As such the teams studied tended to have
“too many chiefs and not enough Indians”. This implies that lack of team balance
is likely to be a more acute issue with senior management teams, the place most
MBA students aspire to, than with project teams in the wider organisation.

1.4 Managing project teams
There is a need to institutionalise a process by which the new team-based
approach to organisational problem solving is managed. Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a) found that a key management tool for facilitating this
was “goal based” planning. The concept of goal based planning is
fundamentally different to the activity planning described by Reiss (1992)
that is typically associated with project planning and management. Reiss
(1992) described the activity planning process, the result of which is a Gantt
chart. The Gantt chart lists the tasks needed to complete a project on the
vertical axis against the time needed to do so on the horizontal axis. Goal-based
planning does not eliminate the need for activity planning, it complements it by
forming a link between the business strategy and activity plans (Figure 1).

The process of goal-based planning breaks each project down into a set of
sub-goals, each of which must be achieved if the next is to be delivered. In
practice a network of sub-goals will invariably emerge, in which each sub-goal
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impacts on more than one other sub-goal. Critically, this network of sub-goals
must include all key parts of the business needed to take the product to market,
and is therefore inherently cross-functional. This approach is effective at
overcoming problems associated with passing projects between functional
departments.

The process works best when each sub-goal is defined in terms of a tangible
deliverable, for example “when the last drawing is issued to manufacturing” or
“when the product literature has been printed”. These sub-goals each represent
highly “visible” end points, each of which is difficult to manipulate. After all,
for example, they either have, or have not issued the last drawing to
manufacturing – and the best way to find out is to ask those in manufacturing.
A second aspect to good goal-based planning is to define goals in terms of
outcome, not task. For example a sub-goal could be defined as “sweep the floor”
or alternatively as “when the floor is clean”. By defining sub-goals in terms of
outcome it becomes more difficult to claim a sub-goal has been delivered
simply because a task has been undertaken.

The combination of an agreed network of sub-goals with each being easy to
monitor makes explicit which is holding up a project if a it starts to run late. A
member of the senior management who has the authority to sanction additional
resource or changes in an organisational system that has contributed to a
problem can then use this to prompt an intervention. By flagging up a problem
early, the issue is more likely to be resolved quickly enough for the project to
still deliver on time. The senior management intervention will, therefore, be
relatively positive.

The process of goal-based planning does not, however, influence in any way
how to deliver a particular sub-goal. The individual responsible for a specific
sub-goal is left in control of the tactical approach to delivering it. This freedom

Figure 1.
The linkage between a
strategic master
programme, goal plans
and activity plans
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allows the individual to be creative and innovative in the delivery of their part
of the project, whilst still providing a high degree of confidence that the
“collection of parts” will deliver the project on time, within budget and
specification.

1.5 Ideas are not enough
Before moving on it is relevant to consider the mechanism by which team
working facilitates creative problem solving. This is important as it provides
an insight into the linkage between creativity, innovation and leadership within
both project teams and an organisation’s senior management. This is critical to
an understanding of how the necessary environment can be created within
which high-performing teams can become the norm. Second, it provides insight
into the nature of the linkage between senior managers and the organisation’s
various project teams.

When we refer to a “high performing team” we are alluding to a number of
attributes, one of which is the team’s creativity relative to that of any individual
within it. Teams are not intrinsically creative. They contain individuals who
may or may not find the team environment inducive to creativity. Second,
creativity is not automatically a good thing in every case. One of the most
incisive commentators on innovation, Levitt (1963), helped to identify the
linkage between creativity, innovation and leadership. Specifically, Levitt
(1963) argues that there is a balance to be struck between creativity and
conformity.

Organisations are designed to promote order and routine. This is the
mechanism by which things get done, and if the organisation is to survive it is
vital that things, in the most general sense, do get done. The people in the
organisation must conform if the organisation is to function day to day. To
understand the potential problem with creativity it is vital to understand how it
can be wrongly defined. Creativity can be defined as having great and original
ideas. The focus is on the ideas, not on how useful they are or on how well they
are implemented. This can become a form of personal irresponsibility as
creative idea follows creative idea with no action-oriented follow through. This
behaviour is considered by Levitt (1963) to be irresponsible as:

. The creative man who tosses out ideas and does nothing to get them
implemented is shirking any responsibility for one of the prime requisites
of the business, namely, action.

. By avoiding follow-through, he or she is behaving in an organisationally
intolerable – or at best, sloppy – fashion.

If creativity is the original spark, the light bulb suddenly switching on so to
speak, innovation is the process by which this is converted into something
tangible. This is the place were a team can help. First, by moving on from the
creation of yet more ideas to the implementation of a few. Second, by bringing a
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more systematic approach to evaluation of the innovative ideas, helping team
members to hit what Goldenberg et al. (2003) refer to as the innovation sweet
spot. This is an innovation far enough from existing products to attract real
interest, but close enough to fall within a company’s existing positioning and
capabilities.

The nature of the creative process may seem chaotic, one in which
management or leadership has little part to play. It is indeed possible for
“management” to kill a team’s creativity, as reported by Sethi et al. (2002). In
this study, Sethi et al. (2002) reported that including people from a large
number of functional areas in a team does not improve innovativness. While
more ideas may come to the table as diversity increases, team problem solving
gets harder. Information overload can bog down the process, cancelling out the
benefit of having more perspectives and ideas to work with. The observation of
Belbin (2000) that teams should contain no more than six people is particularly
relevant here.

A second reason that high functional diversity does not translate into
increased innovation is that team members often hold deep-rooted functional
allegiances that can compromise their ability to identify with the new team.
Having a strong sense of belonging to the team and having a stake in its
success is considered by Sethi et al. (2002) to be essential for encouraging team
members to find novel connections amongst their diverse perspectives. This is
the grist for innovation.

Additional points drawn out by Sethi et al. (2002) were that strong
interpersonal ties between team members was not automatically a good thing.
Candid debate is critical to the process of innovation, yet high social cohesion
amongst team members can actually suppress the forthright exchange of
opinions. Highly cohesive teams were found to focus more on maintaining
relationships and thus tended to seek concurrence. Finally, conventional
wisdom promoted hands-off management, presuming that teams under the
magnifying glass will be inhibited. This was not found to be the case. Within
limits, close monitoring by senior management signals to team members and
the rest of the organisation that their project is important. This is a powerful
motivator, enhancing the team’s creativity and also helping to make resources
available to facilitate the innovative implementation of the original idea.

The above provides an insight into the nature of the leader’s role in driving
creativity and then innovation. First, the team must be appropriately
constituted. Second, the right encouragement must be offered to make risk
taking seem rational to team members. Third, the regular interest of senior
management can help to motivate the team. This is about creating the right
team, and then providing it with the right environment in which creativity and
innovation can flourish.

This last point was considered by Farson and Keyes (2002), who considered
what constitutes “the failure tolerant leader”. There are, of course, failures and
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failures. Some failures are lethal, contravening health and safety legislation.
Others are illegal. There is no suggestion that anyone can be casual about these
types of failure. The management of failure, however, is critical when
launching innovative initiatives. When taking risks, something will
occasionally go wrong. Things can go wrong for one of two basic reasons,
either because people are sloppy and do not take due care, or as a consequence
of the novelty of what is being tried.

The failure-tolerant leader identifies excusable mistakes and approaches
them as an outcome to be examined, understood and built upon.
Failure-tolerant leaders send clear messages to their organisation that
constructive mistakes are not only acceptable, but also worthwhile. Employees
feel that they have been given a green light to set out and explore, no longer
thinking in terms of success or failure, but in terms of learning and experience
– viewing mistakes for the educational tools they are and as signposts on the
road to success.

Whilst senior management has a role to play in providing the environment
in which a well-constituted team can be creative, provision of a conducive
environment is not, alone, sufficient. The discipline of innovation was
considered by Drucker (1985), who argued that most innovative business ideas
come from methodically analysing seven areas of opportunity:

. unexpected occurrences;

. incongruities;

. process needs;

. industry and market changes;

. demographic changes;

. changes in perception; and

. new knowledge.

Drucker (1985) acknowledged that there are, of course, innovations that spring
from a flash of genius. However, most innovations, he argues, especially the
successful ones, result from a conscious purposeful search for innovation
opportunities, which are found only in a few situations and are contained
within the seven areas of opportunity above. These areas can overlap, and are
different in the nature of their risk, difficulty and complexity. However,
Drucker (1985) argues they are the fundamental areas of opportunity within
which an organisation must look if it is to be innovative.

Above all, Drucker (1985) argues that innovation is work rather than genius.
It requires knowledge, it often requires ingenuity and it requires focus. There
are people who are more talented innovators than others are, but their talent
lies in well-defined areas. In innovation, as in other endeavours, there is talent,
ingenuity and knowledge. But innovation requires hard, focused, purposeful
work. If diligence, persistence and commitment are lacking, talent, ingenuity
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and knowledge are of no avail. This final observation provides some insight
into how in the best teams it is possible for ordinary people to produce
extraordinary results.

The management of innovation has been defined in terms of constituting a
team correctly (Sethi et al., 2002), creating the right environment (Farson and
Keyes, 2002), and driving the team to work diligently and persistently
(Drucker, 1985). In his article “Research that reinvented the corporation”
(Brown, 1991) complements this body of work by offering four suggestions to
help senior managers think of innovation in broad terms:

. Research on new working practices is as important as research on new
products.

. Innovation is everywhere; the problem is learning from it.

. Research cannot just produce innovation; it must “co-produce” it.

. The research department’s ultimate innovation partner is the customer.

The above takes a broad view of innovation. This view is shared by Pearson
(1988), who downplays the need for great product or technological
breakthroughs, instead encouraging senior management to seek steady small
enhancements to all business functions. Achieving this goal requires
management that is simultaneously hard-headed and open-minded. One
must be ruthless in digging out information about the business’s existing
innovation investments and cutting off those that do not have a clear strategic
purpose. At the same time, one has to encourage people to think freely about
the future, and when they do come up with a good idea give them the resources
they need to bring it to fruition. A practical instrument to help with this process
was presented by Rafii and Kampas (2002), who observed that it adds a
measure of rigour to the assessment process which they describe as “all to often
being pure mush”.

Finally, the practical process of innovation in action brings up the question
of how much time it takes to do things differently. The literature is full of
examples of project teams coming up with break-through products in
record-breaking time. The research of Amabile et al. (2002), however, indicates
that pressure of time may drive people to work more and get more done, and
may even make them feel more creative, however, it actually causes them to
think less creatively. Time pressure was found to affect creativity in different
ways depending on whether the environment allows people to focus on their
work and conveys a sense of urgency about the task at hand. Creative thinking
under low time pressure is more likely when people feel as if they are on an
expedition. They:

. show creative thinking that is more oriented towards generating or
exploring ideas than identifying problems;

. tend to collaborate with one person rather than with a group.
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Creative thinking under extreme time pressure is more likely when people feel
as if they are on a mission. They:

. can focus on one activity for a significant part of the day because they are
undisturbed or protected;

. believe that they are doing important work and report feeling positively
challenged by and involved in the work;

. show creative thinking that is equally oriented towards identifying
problems and generating or exploring ideas.

The above provides an insight into the essence of leadership. If it is assumed
that teams are increasingly under pressure to deliver more in a shorter time
than the individual team members could reasonably hope to do as a collection
of individuals, senior management must aim to provide the necessary sense of
mission.

1.6 Summary
. The size of a team is important, with teams of four to six being optimal.
. Teams are most appropriate when dealing with larger complex tasks that

a single individual would be unable to undertake alone.
. Teams add value where there is a diversity of possible solutions, and

therefore a range of perspectives is helpful.
. A team should be able to complete its task in no more than approximately

four months.
. The team’s task should require no more than approximately two

man-years of effort if the optimum size team is to deliver it in the
optimum time.

. Fear of losing one’s personal identity is a major factor in the reluctance of
individuals to join new teams.

. We all have a need for both independence and group affiliation; in essence
we simultaneously want to be part of a group and fear the loss of personal
identity associated with it.

. Any change for an individual relating to group membership will trigger
an “annihilation anxiety” that will manifest itself as both active and
passive resistance towards those tasked with implementing the change.

. Cross-functional teams are an effective means of allowing people from
diverse areas within an organisation to coordinate and solve complex
problems.

. The contribution of Meredith Belbin to the process of understanding how
an individual best contributes to a team is important. The concept of
“team roles” complements the concept of functional roles, with every
individual having a preferred way of contributing to a team in addition to
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their functional competency. Effective teams require a balance of team
roles, and an understanding of which roles are over – and under –
represented can facilitate this.

. A team-based approach to organisational problem solving can best be
managed by the implementation of a “goal-based” planning system. The
process of goal-based planning breaks each project down into a set of
sub-goals, which must be achieved if the next is to be delivered. This
approach makes no demand on how a specific sub-goal is to be achieved,
leaving team members to be as creative and innovative as they choose
during the process of delivering it.

. There is a balance to be struck between conformity and creativity within
an organisation if it is to both function efficiently and innovate more
rapidly than competitors.

. Teams can facilitate the conversion of an individual member’s creative
idea into an innovative product or service.

. Close management support and encouragement, at the appropriate times,
of creative teams enhances their creativity.

. The senior management leading creative teams must be “failure tolerant”,
seeing an outcome not in terms of success or failure but in terms of
learning and experience.
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2. Networked leadership
In this section, literature associated with team and organisational leadership is
considered. The section starts with a historical perspective on leadership
theory and research to put what follows into a context. The characteristics of
leadership are then considered in terms of “the journey” each individual who
steps into leadership takes, and second, the nature of the “work” that is
leadership. The networked nature of leadership most appropriate in a
team-based organisation is then considered, concluding with a summary of the
leadership issues most relevant to a team-based organisation.

Before moving on, however, it is helpful to clarify the transformational and
transactional aspects of leadership. This is the paradox between leading and
managing, with Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999) describing it as pushing for
great change and yet keeping the organisation ticking over. A key point made
by Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999) is that in today’s world both are required
of those who presume to step into leadership. However, they are not easy
bedfellows. There is a reason why management schools run so many personal
development courses for aspiring leaders – aspiring leaders need all the help
they can get if they are to successfully integrate the transformational and
transactional aspects of leadership into their repertoire.

First, consider the transformational aspect. Leaders that transform the
status quo create a vision for the future, and then invest considerably in
sharing that vision. Through sharing their vision, they clarify the present,
show how the past has influenced the present, and propose a view of the future.
Successful transformative leaders then powerfully project their vision, gain
support for the vision, and are consistent, persistent and focused in order to
maintain momentum and empower others to take responsibility and become
part of that movement. Such people display energy and yet can listen, so that
they can monitor their performance and learn from their errors.

The term “transactional leadership” was coined by Burns (1978) to describe
the skills and ability to handle the more mundane, operational, day-to-day
transactions of daily life. Managing the detail of budgets, periodically
reviewing and following through on projects and initiatives, keeping meetings
to their time limits, ensuring the agenda is adhered to, and conducting
appraisals of subordinates are but a few examples of transactional
management. The differences between transformational and transactional
leadership were summarised by Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999) (Table III).
This highlights some of the more obvious differences between transformational
and transactional leadership, the point being that effective leaders need to
manage effectively some of the routine tasks, not only in order to maintain their
credibility and effectiveness, but also to keep the organisation on track.
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How do leaders determine whether to adopt a more transformational or
transactional perspective? It is their reading of context, and matching that with
their inclinations and aspirations that determine which element of leadership to
pursue. The contextual logic of “what am I supposed to do?” coupled with the
individual’s view of the world, their desire to maintain the steady state or
change equilibrium and balance in the world, drives their switching between
the transformational and the transactional.

Attributes Transformational Transactional

Approach Innovates (creates opportunity,
imagines new areas to explore)

Balance of operations.

Interaction Personal in their orientation to
group members

Role-bound

Focus Focus on vision, values,
expectations and context

Focus on control, production and
results

Influence Within and outside the construct of
structure and their immediate
jurisdiction

Within the designated group

Motivates through Volitional activity (emotion,
offering suggestions)

Formal authority mechanisms

Use Influence (power) Control

Values Co-operation, unity, equality,
justice and fairness in addition to
efficiency and effectiveness

Co-ordination, efficiency and
effectiveness

Communicate Indirectly and directly, give
overlapping and ambiguous
assignment

Directly giving clear direction,
solitary assignment

Represents Direction in history Process

Oriented towards Ends Means

Is Philosopher Technologist

Has Transforming impact Transactional impact

Role Discretionary Prescribed

Main tasks Defines and communicates goals,
motivates

Coaches

Thinking time-frame Futuristic (tomorrow and the day
after)

Current (yesterday’s output and
today’s problems)

Thinking context Global Local

Main direction Renewal Maintenance

Table III.
Distinguishing
transformational from
transactional leadership
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2.1 A historic perspective on leadership
Balancing the transformational with the transactional according to contextual
requirements provides a basis for a review of the history of leadership. Most
research on leadership looks at the person to gain understanding (Bernard,
1926; Blake et al., 1964; Drath and Palus, 1994; Fiedler, 1967; House and
Mitchell, 1974). In a comprehensive review of leadership theories Stogdill (1974)
identified different categories that capture the essence of leadership. These
were the attributes of great leaders, the internal qualities with which a person is
born, personal, physical and mental characteristics. This research was based
on the assumption that leaders are born and not made.

The “born not made” school of leadership is supposedly one to which
Napoleon Bonaparte subscribed, with DeVries (2001) describing a Napoleonic
“leadership competency matrix” that considers two dimensions – intelligence
and energy. This enabled Napoleon to divide his officers into four categories,
the stupid and the energetic; the intelligent and the energetic; the stupid and the
lazy; and the intelligent and the lazy. According to Napoleonic theory of
leadership, the worst leaders are stupid and energetic. They will expend their
limitless energy organising the most appalling cock-ups, often with disastrous
consequences, then blame everyone around them, destroying morale. By
contrast, intelligent, energetic leaders will concentrate on sensible reforms.
With their unflagging enthusiasm, they will initiate a host of new programmes,
creating endless turmoil and dissent within the ranks. Better leaders are those
who are stupid and lazy. They never initiate anything, and are too lethargic to
lead the organisation into disaster (or anywhere else). The best leaders,
however, are intelligent and lazy. They will have many good ideas, but will be
too indolent to put them into practice, thus ensuring that they are delegated to
those most capable of implementing them sensibly.

A more scholarly analysis was conducted by Kakabadse (2000) of three
historic and distinctively different interpretations of leadership, the pre-heroic
school, the self-development school and the born to lead school. The pre-heroic
leadership school was studied by Keegan (1988), who identified hunting as a
central pastime of primitive societies. The deeds of the huntsman required all to
take risks so that the tribe could eat. As all were heroes, the lack of exceptional
behaviour made all heroes ordinary, thus relegating huntsmen to being no
heroes at all. As the huntsman did not exhibit exceptional behaviour, it was the
elders who stood out, for it was they who mediated between disputing groups
when violence went beyond tolerable limits. So negotiation, the settlement of
claims, the cajoling, the persuading, the pushing, led to the emergence of the
elders as leaders.

The elders represented a transactional philosophy of leadership, namely to
reach a status quo position, get into detail when bargaining, make sure that life
can return to an operational, day to day normality, in order to ensure survival
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from those who transformationally used slaughter to alter the course of
primitive geopolitics.

As the settlement of boundary disputes moved to clever fighting on the
battlefield in order to take over the land and domain of others, the heroic,
transformational leader came to the fore, envied, feared, mysterious and a role
model for others to follow. As such, the transformational concept of leadership
became deeply embedded in the psyche of history and, for subsequent
generations, a prime centre of enquiry. The transactional aspect slipped by as a
distant memory.

The self-development school of leadership is associated with the ancient
Greeks, founders of the wisdom movement in leadership. The Greeks were
deeply influenced by the Socratic question of “what ought one to do?” The
Socratic paradox demands an account from individuals as to why they choose
one goal from another. In so doing, Socrates requires each person to articulate
what they consider to be good, or at least justify their course of action, on the
basis that there exists no one truth.

The steering round obstacles and the need for justification of action led to
the concept of wisdom, itself an inspiration of finding and creating pathways
through hindrances. By assessing the question of what to do, Socrates
combined intellect with humility and rationality with emotive reaction; for the
search for ways through life’s challenges could not meaningfully begin without
self-examination. For Socrates, an unexamined life is not worth living, as the
individual would be terrorised by a bygone mindset and, therefore, paralysed
to address future challenges. As such, Socratic philosophy ruled out the genetic
interpretation of born to lead, as no one remained within a box, unless bounded
by their own perspective.

In contrast to the Socratic virtues and values interpretation of leadership,
but one more focused on practical action, Niccolo Machiavelli (1970) equally
explored how leaders ought to behave. Machiavelli (1970) asserted that if
political anarchy is to be avoided, then concerns for right and morality come
second to the struggle and establishment of power. According to circumstance,
the leader should be prepared to employ whatever means are needed in order to
defend and promote the welfare of the state. Machiavelli (1970) intertwines the
needs of the state with the desires of the individual, but by taking the lower end
of the individual’s value continuum. In circumstances where different interests
prevail, the one who succeeds and dominates the rest of the pack becomes
leader, thus establishing the concept of “superior power”.

In contrast, the nineteenth century interpretations of leadership turned
towards a prescriptive rather than developmental philosophical analysis.
Championed by Frederick Nietzsche’s (1969) concept of Ubermensch
(superman), the view emerged that leaders are possessed with a unique
ability to transform as a result of their exceptional human nature. Through the
embodiment of these extraordinary qualities, the Ubermensch leads by creating
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new values to replace the old ones through the destroying of the previous
ethical, religious and political order. Leaders, in Nietzschean terms, aim to
transform society radically. Their guiding philosophy is to dominate all those
around them.

This perspective has gained favour with two particular groups in the latter
half of the twentieth century, the biographer and the head-hunter. Glorification,
attribution, the highlighting of extraordinary tensions and the quest and drive
for power have been the techniques used by biographers to immortalise their
subject. Based on an analysis of their subjects, the biographers and
biographical historians have had a profound impact on promoting the image
of the great leader. Gratefully accepting such perspectives have been the search
consultants, the head-hunters, whose aim has been to find the right person to
fulfil the demands of key positions in organisations. The very concept of “fit”,
namely fitting the right person to the right job, adds to the mystique of
searching for the “great person”.

2.2 What leadership is
A philosophy for leaders was developed by Koestenbaum (2002), who
considered a paradox between the personal and strategic sides of business
leadership, concepts that can be analogised to the transformational and
transactional aspects of leadership. The personal side requires attention to
depth, to feelings and to inner struggle. A leader must wrestle with inner
issues. The strategic side of leadership recognises that deep thoughts and
clever ideas are not enough. Executives must remind themselves that they are
measured by cold effectiveness and hard results.

Koestenbaum (2002) concluded that the two separate and distinct aspects of
business leadership were associated with activity within different hemispheres
of the brain. The personal side of leadership, associated with the right
hemisphere of the brain, concerns motivation, character, maturity, will power,
ethics and values. The strategic side of leadership, associated with the left
hemisphere of the brain, concerns issues of both an internal and external nature
to the organisation. Internal issues include product development,
organisational structure, reporting relationships and project management.
External issues include engineering, law, research and product definition.

The role played by each of the brain’s hemispheres was considered from a
medical perspective by Springer and Deutsch (1993) in their remarkable book
Left Brain Right Brain. A primary conclusion of Springer and Deutsch (1993)
was that each hemisphere is responsible for specific cognitive functions, and
that within different contexts one or the other hemisphere is primarily active.
DeVries (2001) considered the significance of this mechanism by which the
human brain functions within the context of management research, and
specifically its implication for leadership theory. DeVries (2001) concluded that
the right hemisphere keeps busy with spatial construction, creative thinking,
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fantasy, art, music appreciation and left-hand touch. The left hemisphere deals
with speech, language, writing, logic, mathematics, science as well as the
right-hand sense of touch. In short, the two hemispheres are responsible for
different ways of thinking.

In differing contexts, different hemispheres will be associated with the
attributes best suited to making a positive difference. It is therefore helpful to
consider the analysis of context using two perspectives on leadership, to help
the practitioner pick the perspective that draws on the strengths of the more
appropriate brain’s hemisphere. The first perspective draws on the brain’s
right hemisphere – the transformational hemisphere – by considering the
“journey” an individual takes as they attempt to initiate, lead and follow
through a transformational course of action. The second perspective draws on
the left hemisphere (the transactional hemisphere) via a consideration of what
the more transactional “work” of leadership entails.

In this way the different ways of thinking associated with transformational
and transactional aspects of leadership are clarified. Furthermore, the need for
personal development of those who presume to step into leadership is made
clear. Specifically, we each have a genetic predisposition towards reliance on
one or other of the hemispheres, for example we are either right or left handed;
very few are ambidextrous. As observed by Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999)
however, both transformational and transactional aspects of leadership are
required in today’s world, and therefore the way of thinking, the perspective,
associated with the attributes of each hemisphere must be integrated into the
effective leader’s repertoire.

2.2.1 The journey
The vehicle used for the first of these perspectives is Shakespeare’s play Henry
V. This play was studied by Olivier (2001), who drew out two key insights. First,
the link between leadership, vision and mission. Secondly, that leadership is a
personal journey, and that the journey of Henry through the play may be
regarded as generic, applying to any leader embarking on a major new project.

Olivier (2001) illustrates the first of these insights with a story about
Kennedy and NASA. When the Russians launched Sputnik, Kennedy was
inspired to go on national television and announce his vision that America
would put a man on the moon within a decade. Unfortunately he had not
checked with NASA first, who, at the time, was simply incapable of doing this.
However, the vision caught the popular imagination, resources were made
available and the space race speeded up. Some time later Kennedy was visiting
a NASA site to boost morale. He met staff, lined up in a corridor. At the end of
the line he was introduced to the toilet cleaner, who, when asked what his job
was, replied proudly; “Mr President, I’m helping to put a man on the moon”.
Probably not the first thought that would normally spring to mind in that job.
A powerful and memorable vision is a powerful motivator.
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The visioning process was comprehensively reviewed by Kakabadse et al.
(1998) with Korac-Kakabasde and Kakabadse (1998) observing that whilst the
inspirational aspect of followers “buying in” to the vision is critical, some
people cannot be motivated through passion for the enterprise itself, and
therefore need more conventional rewards. Despite this reservation,
Korac-Kakabasde and Kakabadse (1998) concluded that without vision an
organisation does not go forward, a point also made in the Bible, Book of
Proverbs, 29, 18 “Where there is no vision, the people perish.” Again Olivier
(2001) is clear on this point, defining mission as the practical way of putting
vision into action. Vision plus action equals mission. If a mission does not have
a vision to serve, it becomes much more difficult to motivate oneself as a leader
and “the troops” when things get tough. Also if the vision has no mission it will
remain in the air, a good idea without application. A vision is more internally
driven, a mission driven more externally. If the vision is being achieved one
feels it, if the mission is being achieved one can measure it.

The notion that vision is internal, with the leader seeing what life could be
like while dealing with life as it is, is a paradox. As with transformational and
transactional aspects of leadership, the trick is to be able to hold the paradox –
see the vision and deal with reality – without losing sight of either. The
inspirational leader holds a vision that means something to those who have to
put it into action. With this, there is something to draw on in the hard times.

This view of vision and visioning is extended by Olivier (2001), who makes
the assertion that for those who step into leadership the realisation of a vision is
a personal journey. A major contribution of Olivier (2001) is the insight that the
journey made by King Henry through the play Henry V is generic, applying to
all leaders. In total, Olivier (2001) identifies 11 separate steps King Henry takes
through the play. Each step is analysed by Olivier (2001) using his “leadership
potential model” to illustrate the changing nature of leadership at each step
through the journey. Specifically, Olivier (2001) identifies the need to draw on
different aspects of one’s personality and, most importantly, the need to be
aware that the right response in one situation will not necessarily be right in
every other. This provides a highly personal and individual view of what it
means to step into leadership. Critically it also illustrates the necessity of
changing role, being context sensitive plus confronting and addressing issues
in one’s own character that we would perhaps rather ignore.

2.2.2 The work that is leadership
The insight of Olivier (2001) is complemented by the literature review of
Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999), who conducted a wide-ranging appraisal of
the literature on leadership, in which the perspectives that emerged were
summarised as:

. Leadership is a distinct kind of work, which may or may not be required,
according to the conditions.
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. Leadership is akin to a strong motivation or drive, which spurs the
individual to act, and hence has nothing to do with status, authority or the
holding of office.

. Leadership is not always necessary, as good management can equally
attain steadily achieved success.

. Leadership is linked to the exercise of power, so that a vision can be
realised through the mobilisation of resource.

. The effective practice of leadership requires broad capability, in that
knowledge of products/services and functional skills/markets has to be
matched by drive, energy and a wide range intellectual capacity for
problem solving.

. Effective leaders need to have developed a high level of people skills.

. Effective leaders need to have developed highly attuned conceptual skills,
so that they can spot potential opportunities, analyse and verbalise them
and turn them into future actual opportunities.

. Effective leaders need to have evolved sound judgement, involving
attention to detail, conceptualisation and intuition, attributes that do not
sit comfortably together.

. Leadership requires the development of key aspects of character, of
balancing ambition with conscience, so that the individual can harness
drive with the desire to be held fully responsible for their words and
deeds.

. Effective leaders need to be astute, not seeking power for its own sake,
but knowing how to work through the ambiguities, which they recognise
are not easy to address.

From the above we can see that the management of opposites is a prime skill.
How can one be ethical and political at the same time? How can one be sensitive
to others and yet drive through change with discipline and determination? How
can one attend to details and yet grasp and pursue even half formed
possibilities?

2.2.3 A team-based model of leadership
The above indicates that for the leader to “make a difference” requires different
approaches in different situations; they must become “context sensitive”. No
one person is likely to display the capacity to fully appreciate the different
requirements of different contexts. On the basis that a number of inputs and
viewpoints are required in order to make a powerful impact in any particular
context, leadership must be considered from the perspective of role and team
contribution rather than personal characteristics. The single leader concept
must give way to one of team-based ownership.
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Historically the prime emphasis of leadership concentrated on the single
individual providing direction for others, principally followers, to pursue. A
historical based analysis of leadership, however, highlights a progression in
thinking from leadership as an individual perspective, to a team based
perspective. With this change, the emphasis changed from the one person clearly
showing the pathway forward, to a group-based view of leadership. This view
embraces understanding and being responsive to context, which become the
predominant concern. Being adaptive to context introduces greater complexity to
leadership practice. The issues are summed up by Kakabadse (2000), who wrote:

The contextual based interpretation of leadership assumes constant attention to enhancing
leadership capacity, as nothing stays still. Responsiveness to context requires mindsets of
continuous development, whereby the individual is always ready to adjust and change their
skills and approach as the needs of stakeholders evolve or even dramatically alter. The notion
of pre-determined capability, especially those of providing followers with clear direction,
holds little place in today’s world, where followers in one context can be influential
stakeholders and shareholders/owner in another.

The future of leadership may be considered to be one that does not promote one
man to the role of great leader. More likely is a model of leadership that
promotes the concept of a “leadership team” who together are able to adapt to
the changing context in which we must operate. It is likely that to be effective
the most senior members of an organisation’s management team will have to
develop the ability to adapt their behaviour as they move between different
teams within the organisation. In so doing they must ensure that their
behaviour remains appropriate to the changing context in which they find
themselves. This model of leadership places much greater emphasis on the
development of people skills, and the ability to conceptualise and then
communicate the emerging vision.

2.3 Leadership as a network of relationships
When studying top management teams, Kakabadse (1991) identified six factors
associated with the shaping of a disparate group of executives into a more
cohesive team:

(1) key forum for dialogue;

(2) reacting to each other;

(3) respect;

(4) opportunity costs;

(5) the way you say it; and

(6) style and philosophy of management.

A common theme to emerge from the six factors is the quality of the working
relationships between team members. Team members are constantly exposed
to each other, and it is vital that they positively engage in a process of building
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relationships. A lack of respect and trust can lead to a deterioration of
relationships between team members, as a consequence of which people talk to
one another less about key issues. This becomes a real handicap when it is time
to discuss sensitive issues or complex problems.

The lack of respect and trust Kakabadse (1991) considers so closely
associated with deterioration of relationships can be linked to the method by
which a team manages conflict between its members. The mechanisms by
which a team can manage conflict were considered by Eisenhardt et al. (1997),
who observed that conflict over issues is natural and even necessary.
Management teams whose members challenge one anther’s thinking develop a
more complete understanding of the choices, create a richer range of options,
and ultimately make the kinds of effective decisions necessary in today’s
competitive environments. Eisenhardt et al. (1997) proposed six tactics for
managing interpersonal conflict:

(1) work with more, rather than less, information and debate on the basis of
facts;

(2) develop multiple alternatives to enrich the level of debate;

(3) shared, commonly agreed goals;

(4) inject humour into the decision process;

(5) maintain a balanced power structure; and

(6) resolve issues without forcing consent.

The ability to manage conflict has been studied by Goffee and Jones (1996),
who characterised organisational culture in terms of sociability and solidarity.
Sociability is a measure of sincere friendliness amongst members of a
community. Solidarity is a measure of a community’s ability to pursue shared
objectives quickly and effectively, regardless of personal ties. The ability to
manage conflict was linked to the development of an organisation’s sociability.
The research of Goffee and Jones (1996) indicates that leaders can increase an
organisation’s sociability by taking the following nine steps:

(1) promote the sharing of ideas, interests and emotions by recruiting
compatible people who naturally seem likely to become friends;

(2) increase social interaction amongst employees by arranging casual
gatherings inside and outside the office;

(3) reduce formality between employees;

(4) limit hierarchical differences;

(5) act like a friend yourself, and set the example for geniality and kindness
by caring for those in trouble;

(6) develop awareness of competition, through briefings and other means of
communication;

(7) create a sense of urgency;
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(8) stimulate the will to win; and

(9) encourage commitment to shared corporate goals.

The above provides an insight into the actions those in leadership roles can
take to manage conflict more effectively, and in so doing help to build
relationships within a team. The six factors of Kakabadse (1991) provide an
insight into the strategic approach those in leadership roles should adopt to
assist them in building working relationships both with and between team
members. The tactical implementation of this approach is clarified by
Eisenhardt et al. (1997), who provide an insight into how to build working
relationships in the here and now of team meetings. This is complemented by
the work of Goffee and Jones (1996), who provide a framework suitable for a
longer-term approach. This framework builds the organisational environment
into one more conducive to the building of robust working relationships.

The need for a network of relationships was considered by Cross and Prusak
(2002), who studied the informal networks that exist within organisations. The
real work in most organisations, claimed Cross and Prusak (2002), is done
informally, through personal contacts. This lends credibility to the old truism
“it’s not what you know, but who you know”. The research of Goleman (1998)
complements this by concluding that the higher a manager rises in the ranks
the more important soft leadership skills are to his or her success. This point is
reinforced by the observation of Bunker et al. (2002) who found that about a
third of senior executives derail or plateau at some point, most often due to an
emotional deficit such as an inability to build a team, regulate their own
emotions in times of stress or build relationships with their peers.

The concept of leadership as a network of relationships is not new.
Specifically, Kotter (1999) observed:

. Because managerial work is increasingly a leadership task, and because
leaders operate through a complex web of dependent relationships,
managerial work is increasingly becoming a game of dependence on
others instead of just power over others.

. When one starts to think of managerial work in terms of networks and
dependencies, not just hierarchy and formal authority, all sorts of
interesting implications follow. Ideas that would have traditionally
sounded strange or illegitimate – such as “managing” your boss –
suddenly take on importance.

The above observations by Kotter (1999) are complemented by Kakabadse
(1991) who wrote:

Understand the other key senior managers. Facilitating both a shared ownership of the issues
to be addressed by the team and a commitment to act in a consistent manner requires
managing the other key managers in a way adapted to the circumstances. Use any style that
induces an outcome of shared ownership and commitment to act.
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The above point fits well with the observations of Senge (1990), who paints a
picture of organisational life as one based upon a network of relationships,
which Morgan (1997) also characterised as the “organisation as a brain”. The
work of Morgan (1997) facilitated greater insight by considering the
organisation from seven different perspectives. Morgan concluded that
managers at all levels must gain proficiency in dealing with the insights and
implications of diverse perspectives.

The works of Jaworski (1998) and Greenleaf (1977) act as integrating texts,
pulling together the various concepts of organisations as networks of
relationships into Greenleaf’s (1977) philosophy of leadership, and Jaworski’s
(1998) application of it in his own life. The core value at the centre of Greenleaf’s
(1977) philosophy is that of “the servant as leader” in which at the core great
leaders are those who wish to help others, and in return for this integrity, those
around them bestow upon them the mantle of leader. The practical applications
of this concept by Jaworski (1998) in his own life make compelling reading. The
combination of core values plus the ability to convey them in an appropriate way
enabled Jaworski (1998) to build a network of relationships that in turn made it
possible for him to make a difference, and was characterised by him thus:

At present, people create barriers between each other by their fragmented thoughts. Each one
operates separately. When these barriers have dissolved, then there arises one mind, where
they are all one unit, but each person also retains his own awareness. That one mind will still
exist when they are separate, and when they come together, it will be as if they hadn’t
separated. It’s actually a single intelligence that works with people who are moving in
relationship with one another.

The essence of leadership in this context, then, is the desire to serve those that
are to be led, and a core belief that the building and maintaining of a network of
relationships is at the heart of creating and leading a team. This point was
captured by Goleman et al. (2002), who wrote:

There are many leaders, not just one. Leadership is distributed. It resides not solely in the
individual at the top, but in every person at every level who, in one way or another, acts as a
leader to a group of followers – wherever in the organisation that person is, whether shop
steward, team head, or CEO.

2.4 Summary
. Leadership may be considered as a duality between the transformational

and the transactional – the visionary and the mundane, with effective
leaders needing to pursue both without losing sigh of either.

. A historical view of leadership demonstrates how attitudes towards it
have changed over the centuries. The prehistoric view favours
transactional leadership. The ancient Greeks favoured a
self-development model, followed by the born-to-lead school of the
nineteenth century.
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. Today leadership may be viewed in terms of the journey everyone who
steps into leadership must take if they are to transform the status quo,
and the work that is leadership if they are to manage the routine.

. A key attribute of capable leaders is the ability to manage opposites.
They need to adopt different approaches in different situations; they must
be “context sensitive”.

. The future of leadership is the “leadership team” that together are able to
adapt to the changing context in which they must operate.

. The quality of working relationships between members of an
organisation’s leadership team is critical to the team’s ability to
perform. It is vital team members positively engage in the process of
building relationships.

. Leadership operates through a complex web of dependent relationships,
not just hierarchy and formal authority.

. Leadership may be regarded as a task, the provision of a service to the
organisation and those who are to be led. The essence of leadership in this
context is the desire to serve those who are to be led.

. The building and maintaining of a network of relationships is at the heart
of creating and leading a team.
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3. The team and leadership
landscapes

The first two sections reviewed literature associated with teams and leadership.
The case was made for utilising cross-functional teams whilst recognising that
they are the most demanding from a team development perspective. In this
section a team development framework is presented. This serves as a context
for two key models, the team and leadership landscapes that consolidate the
literature reviewed, and in so doing help to promote new insight.

The section begins with a consideration of the difference between
homogeneous and heterogeneous teams. The assumption made is that the
introduction of heterogeneous team (cross-functional) working will require a
shift from homogeneous to heterogeneous team working, and therefore a
consideration of the differences between the two is appropriate. The team
development process is then considered in detail, as is the transition curve.
These two frameworks constitute fundamental processes, and provide the
basis for a linkage between team development and leadership. Next a summary
of group dynamic concepts is given, the reason being that those in leadership
roles are exposed to different projective processes, and an understanding of
them is considered helpful.

The section moves on to present the team and leadership landscapes. These
key frameworks integrate what has been written, promoting new insight into
the team development process. The insights gained from a consideration of the
team and leadership landscapes are then built upon by considering the
leadership behaviour and actions most appropriate, if a team is to navigate the
team development process in the minimum of time. This is then consolidated
via a consideration of the macro and micro factors associated with an
organisation, helping to differentiate between the roles members of an
organisation’s senior management need to play. This in turn enables the nature
of leadership to be defined in terms of:

. The senior management team’s role in creating an organisational
environment that lets high performing teams operate at their maximum
potential.

. The role individual members of an organisation’s senior management
play in inspiring the project teams with which they are associated.

. The nature of the personal challenge faced by the individuals occupying
key leadership roles within the organisation’s senior management.

3.1 From homogeneous functional to heterogeneous project teams
Traditionally organisations have been structured along functional lines.
Projects are passed from one function to the next, eventually being delivered to
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an end customer. The organisational structure is characterised by stability,
giving it a well-understood chain of command. It is clear and simple, and
therefore people understand it. Each functional department comprises a
homogeneous team that over time has reached a point were it performs well
within its functional constraints.

In this context a homogeneous team is defined as a team whose members
have similar backgrounds, values and beliefs. A homogeneous team tends to
produce high member satisfaction and less conflict. There is, however, a
pressure for conformity, which can submerge overt conflict that may then
surface elsewhere in the organisation, where members interact with other
organisational members. A homogeneous team is likely to deal well with
routine tasks, whether simple or complex. In contrast, it may be less effective
when faced with complex, non-routine problems, which require creative and
innovative approaches.

The individuals within homogeneous teams do not typically consider
themselves to be similar to one another in terms of skill-set and capability. The
perception within the team is typically that the team members are highly
diverse. Individuals within the team are considered multi-skilled if they can
performmore than one task required within the homogeneous team. Whilst this
perspective is valid within the local context, it effectively denies the relevance,
and therefore importance of other functional teams within the organisation.

A homogeneous functional team can contain individuals who have spent
their entire life in that function. A strength of homogeneous functional teams is
therefore their ability to “socialise” new team members, passing on skills and
knowledge in the process. The team is fundamentally stable, with new team
members being quickly integrated into the team, or being encouraged to move
on to prevent their lack of will or ability to adapt, disrupting the team’s ability
to perform.

A homogeneous team works less well in a chaotic environment. Productivity
tends to have a limit beyond which working practices will not allow it to
increase. Heterogeneous teams can provide an effective alternative. In this
context a heterogeneous team is defined as a team with members whose
backgrounds, experiences, values, and beliefs are diverse, for example a
cross-functional task-team set up to carry out a specific project. These teams
are likely to be able to make higher quality business decisions, which have
greater acceptance among those affected by them. The characteristics
necessary to produce enhanced team performance are inherent in their
composition. They are likely to display greater creativity and innovation.
Whether or not this materialises depends on the members’ commitment,
willingness to manage internal conflict, the application of their technical and
interpersonal skills and ability – in fact, the group dynamics, which occur as a
result of members’ interactions.
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3.2 The team development process
A significant disadvantage of a heterogeneous team-based approach to
organisational problem solving is the time associated with bringing the new
teams together around problems, and then the time it takes for each team to
learn how to work together and start to complete their assigned task. For a
heterogeneous project team-based approach to be successful, it is critical that
each heterogeneous team transforms from a loose group of individuals into an
effective team in the minimum time. In this context a loose group is defined as a
number of individuals brought together to achieve a task, but with no further
development undertaken. An effective team, by contrast, is one in which
development of a supportive social structure has occurred, with each individual
adapting his behaviour to optimise his personal contribution to the team.

The issues surrounding effective team development have been studied by
Kakabadse et al. (1988). The observation was made that simply placing a
number of skilled professional individuals in a group and expecting them to
perform as a team is unrealistic, and specifically:

For teams to perform reasonably takes time: time for people to become better acquainted with
each other, to assess each other’s strengths and weaknesses and to reflect whether they can
identify with the values, beliefs, attitudes and general style of their colleagues, individuals or
whole group.

The model favoured by Kakabadse et al. was the team development wheel,
derived from the original research conducted by Tuckman (1965). This is not
the only “group development model” that exists, with Wanous et al. (1984)
considering five different models, including that of Tuckman (1965). The
Tuckman (1964) model describes four stages in the development of a team
(Table IV).

The act of passing through the team development process is the process of
converting a loose group into an effective team. The team development process
of Tuckman was studied by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a), who proposed that
it could be extended and expanded into an integrated team development
process (ITDP) to provide a deeper level of insight into the nature of the
transformation process. The ITDP extended the original team development
process by adding “the forming opt out” and the “norming/storming cycle”.
These comprise two mechanisms by which a loose group can fail to transform
into an effective team, and are therefore relevant to the practical application of
the original team development process.

Second, the ITDP expands the original team development process following
the method of Adair (1986), who proposed that every team has three
interlocking “needs” (Table V).

The work of Adair was extended by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a), who
observed that a prime requirement of those in leadership roles was to create an
environment in which high performing teams could become the organisational
norm rather than the exception, a concern shared by Belbin (1996). For this
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Group structure Task activity

Forming Considerable anxiety, testing to
discover the nature of the situation,
what help can be expected from the
leader and what behaviour will or will
not be appropriate

What is the task? Members seek the
answers to that basic question,
together with knowledge of the rules
and methods to be employed

Storming Conflict emerges between sub-groups;
the authority and/or the competence of
the leader is challenged. Opinions
polarise. Individuals react against
efforts of the leader or group to control
them

The value and feasibility of the task is
questioned. People react emotionally
against its demands

Norming The group begins to harmonise; it
experiences group cohesion or unity
for the first time. Norms emerge as
those in conflict are reconciled and
resistance is overcome. Mutual support
develops

Co-operation on the task begins; plans
are made and work standards laid
down. Communication of views and
feelings develop

Performing The group structures itself or accepts a
structure, which fits most
appropriately its common task. Roles
are seen in terms functional to the task
and flexibility between them develops

Constructive work on the task surges
ahead; progress is experienced as more
of the group’s energy is applied to
being effective in the area of their
common task

Source: Adair (1986)

Table IV.
Characteristics of the
team development
process of Tuckman
(1965)

Need Description

Task The need to accomplish something. The need of the group is to try to accomplish
this task. So long as the task remains undone, there will be a tension in the group
and an urge to complete the task. The task is what the group is talking about or
working on. It is usually seen in terms of things rather than people

Group The need to develop and maintain working relationships amongst members so that
the group task can be accomplished. This is called the maintenance need of the
group. Maintenance refers primarily to people and their relationships with each
other. It concerns how people relate to each other as they work at the group task.
Unless members listen to each other, for example, and try to build upon each
other’s suggestions it will be very difficult, and often impossible, for the group to
accomplish its task

Individual The needs of individuals come with them into groups. People work in groups not
only because of interest in the task to be accomplished, but also because
membership of groups fulfils their various needs. If such needs can be met along
with and not at the expense of the group task and maintenance needs, then the
group will tend to be more effective

Source: Adair (1986)

Table V.
Three interlocking
needs of a group
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reason the three needs of Adair were complemented by a fourth need,
“environment”, to create four “basic elements” fundamental to the
transformation of a loose group into an effective team.

It was proposed by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) that before transition
from a loose group to an effective team may be regarded as complete, all four
basic elements must be aligned, with no remaining conflict between them.
Taking this assertion to its logical conclusion, if all four basic elements are
aligned at the performing stage of the ITDP, the implication is that at the
forming, storming and norming stages they are not.

This was the basis on which the four basic elements were assigned a
grey-scale code at each stage in the ITDP (Figure 2). The grey-scale white
represents understanding and acceptance of the issues associated with that
basic element. The black represents either a lack of acceptance or of
understanding of a basic element by the team members. The mid-grey
represents acceptance and understanding of the basic element by some team
members, and lack of one or both by others.

The logic used in the assignment of a grey-scale at a stage of the ITDP to
each basic element assumed that heterogeneous team working was a novel
concept within a largely functional aligned organisation. This in turn can be
used to generate a narrative, describing what the team experiences at each
stage of the ITDP.

3.2.1 Forming
The team is polite and watchful, but basically composed of a collection of
individuals who have a track record of knowing what they are doing. There is

Figure 2.
The integrated team
development process

(ITDP)
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some uncertainty as to why all these other people are here at all (heterogeneous
team working is assumed to be a novel experience for the individual), but at an
impersonal level, the team functions well. The environment in this context is
that which is to provide the support and resources the team needs, and into
which the team’s output must be accepted. This environment is simply not
understood at this stage (again, remember, heterogeneous team working is
assumed to be new to the organisation), with each individual having widely
different ideas as to what is to be provided, and what the task actually means in
terms of practical activity.

3.2.2 The forming opt out
As the team moves on, the extent of the non-shared assumptions between team
members becomes clear. This conflict is over the nature of the task, what the
team will provide in terms of support for individuals, the contribution expected
from each individual and what the organisation expects from the team in terms
of a deliverable output.

At this point, some individuals within the team opt out. As they start to
become aware that they will be required to let go of the working practices that
have served them well previously, panic sets in. They are too old to change.
They have lost confidence in their ability to do anything new. They retreat into
denial, and opt out.

The fact that some individuals are no longer engaged in the process of
deciding what the task means in terms of practical activity for each individual
within the team is not necessarily apparent to other team members. As they
argue about who will do what and how, finally starting to reach a consensus,
the team might be apparently functional. Some individuals, however, have no
intention of accepting any decision that involves them personally doing
anything differently to the way they have always done it in the past.

As the team starts “getting it together”, and specific tasks for specific
individuals become apparent, those who have been opting out become trapped
as eventually their own role will become determined by that required to serve
the rest of the team. At the point where the team could really start to perform,
the fact that a small number of individuals have been opting out becomes
apparent as they dig their heels in and refuse to change. This will probably be
over something trivial, like where they sit or the need for a clean desk policy.
The refusal, however, will be associated with avoidance of the real issue, that
they do not want to do anything different. The passive resistance is now
explicit.

3.2.3 Storming
Whilst the above is going on, quite unaware, other teammembers who have not
opted out begin to realise that their own initial assumptions as to what was
expected of them as individuals and of the team as a whole were not accurate.
There is argument between individuals as to what is expected of the team. As
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heterogeneous team working is new to the organisation, there is no correct
answer. The transition to this stage comes about as a consequence of the
increasing awareness that the environment is not well understood. Each team
member has a different view of what it is that the team is required to do. This
increasing awareness is a move from a false assumption that the environment
was understood to a confused state in which the differences between each team
member’s assumptions become clear. The task is now not understood; the
individuals feel panic, dread, helplessness or apathy. Team members generally
take the view that this team is doomed to failure.

3.2.4 Norming
The norming stage is the process by which a team consensus is reached as to
what it is that is expected of the team by the outside environment. This is a
group dynamics process that must function in order for the team to be able to
gather, reflect on and synthesise the views of individual members into a shared
view of the actual need. In order for this to happen the team must be
functioning at least adequately. The process requires individuals to abandon
their principled stands (more than my job’s worth) and consider new ways of
working that will be required to deliver the team’s final goal. Not every member
of the team has to co-operate in this activity, however, a minority would be
unlikely to succeed and therefore it is considered that a majority would be
needed. The original task as initially conceived, however, is now looking
inappropriate to achieve the goals that the team agrees need to be reached in
order to deliver to the business a real solution to the organisational problem.

3.2.5 The norming/storming cycle
If as little as one key individual refuses to let go of the past and accept that they
need to move on then the team will fail to agree on a new task. The team will
slip back into conflict, and will re-enter the storming stage. This storming
stage, however, is now essentially different to that which occurred previously.
As the team has been through the process of agreeing what needs to be done,
and by whom (the norming stage), during this second storming stage the task
is understood by at least some in the group. Essentially the norming stage is
different now because the team basically knows what must be done. The team,
however, is considering if it is willing to accommodate the stubborn individuals
who refuse to change, or throw them out. In this case the team is split. First,
there are those who see what needs to be done and accept the need to move on.
Second, there are those who both see and will not move (mostly those who
entered at the norming/storming cycle (Figure 2) or do not see (mostly those
who entered at the forming opt out). As with the original norming stage, this is
the point through the ITDP when a team consensus is reached as to what it is
that is expected of the team by the outside environment.
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3.2.6 Breaking out of the norming/storming cycle
An organisation in which a single individual brought together a disparate
group of senior managers to solve a particularly difficult management problem
was studied by Kakabadse (1987a,b). In order to solve the problem the group
had to develop from a loose group to a high performing effective team. In his
summary, Kakabadse (1987b) concluded that the process of generating a team
identity and high standards of performance is determined by:

. the pattern of interactions between individuals and the team;

. the leadership qualities of the team leader; and

. the values, influences and support of other key managers in the
organisation.

Kakabadse (1987b) summarised the learning points pertinent to each stage in
the team development process, and specifically regarding the
norming/storming cycle considers that this “regression” occurs for three
reasons:

(1) Individual members, especially new members may challenge certain
newly formed practices, procedures or team norms.

(2) The team leader may behave in a manner other members find
unacceptable, and hence he loses their trust.

(3) The sudden and/or unexpected departure of one or more key members.

Breaking out of the norming/storming cycle is regarded by Kakabadse (1987b)
as no easy matter. The team members will be de-motivated, unable to focus,
with conflict likely to arise between team members. The skill of the leader is
critical in the task of reuniting the team. It is the leader who must establish a
workable common ground so as to rebuild relationships within the team. These
correspond to the “dark night of the soul” and “inspiring the troops” steps in
Olivier’s (2001) leadership “journey”. Whilst the ITDP implies that the
norming/storming cycle is in some way optional, the perspective of Olivier
(2001) is considered to take precedence here – prudent leaders should plan for it.

3.2.7 Performing
Some true change is needed within individual team members, if the team is to
progress into the performing stage. The original task contained an assumption
set rooted in the old, functional department, homogeneous team ways of
working. The new heterogeneous team will demand new ways of working.
This new environment is now understood, and probably the majority of
individuals within the team can see the benefit, and are willing to give the new
way a chance. As the specific tasks become clear, and the very different nature
of the contribution of team members that is required becomes apparent, team
members will have to decide for themselves if they wish to be a part of this. As
the tasks each individual will have to perform become clear to the team
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members, some will let go of the past, and accept that it is time to move on. This
insight will be difficult to accept as functional departments have been in place
many years. The change will involve individuals letting go of working
practices that have proved successful in the past, and doing new and unproved
tasks appropriate to the needs of the new heterogeneous team. Assuming that
all accept it is time to move on, a full task-set for each individual will be agreed.

3.2.8 Termination
The team development process of Tuckman (1965) contains four stages,
forming, storming, norming and performing, and it is around these which
Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) built the ITDP. The temporary nature of
heterogeneous teams, however, means that they will be created, complete their
task, and then disband in a relatively short time scale. Under these
circumstances, considering an additional stage, termination, was found by
Hardington (1995) to be helpful during the separate, but linked process of
disbanding one team and creating another (Figure 3). By identifying the
termination stage as a separate process, it becomes easier to separate the issues
associated with leaving one team and joining the next.

The termination stage is associated primarily with the loss an individual
feels at destruction of their former team’s social system. There will be
resistance to this, and in practice it can be difficult to get team members to

Figure 3.
The team development

process plus the
termination stage
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disengage and focus on the next team they are to join. The negative feelings
team members have on leaving an effective team carry over into the forming
and storming stages of their new team, which can seriously impact on the time
taken for the new team to reach the performing stage.

A tactic that has been found to help by the authors during the termination
stage is to review expectations of individual team members, with the objective
of identifying roles and responsibilities within their new team that as far as
possible meet these. This effort, at least in part, helps to offset the negative
feelings associated with leaving their previous team.

3.3 The transition curve
The concept of team development is one in which the team evolves over time, to
a point were the individual team members are comfortable with their role, other
team members and the team leader. In essence, each team member can be
characterised as having undergone some form of personal change, with the
resultant output being general alignment between the expectations and
aspirations of each member of the team.

In deriving the integrated team development process, Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a) made the assumption that concepts originated by those
researching the personal change individuals experience could be applied to a
team. Kübler Ross (1969), who originated the concept of the transition curve,
studied the dynamics of personal change. This research was concerned with
helping patients confront and come to terms with the trauma of terminal
illness, characterising seven stages through which individuals must pass
before they may be considered to have “let go” of the past and adapted to their
new circumstances (Figure 4).

The first stage, shock, is the initial reaction to a new situation, during which
the confidence and effectiveness of an individual drops. The second stage,
denial, is where the reality of a new situation is somehow set aside. Within the
context of Kübler Ross’s (1969) work, this would be the point where a
terminally ill patient decides that the doctor must have made an error, that they
have got it wrong. These first two stages were associated with the forming
stage of the team development process by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a).

The third stage is awareness. This is the time during which a terminally ill
patient comes to terms with the gravity and finality of their situation. This is
clearly a very negative time for any patient, with many falling into a deep
depression from which many never emerge. This is analogous to the storming
stage of the team development process.

There can be no progress for an individual until they finally accept the
inevitability of their situation. This is the fourth stage of the transition curve,
acceptance, where the reality of a situation is finally accepted for what it is,
good and bad. Once an individual has accepted their situation, then comes the
fifth stage, testing. During the testing stage an individual will experiment with
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new approaches that accommodate the limitations they find placed upon them.
As this testing stage is completed, and confidence begins to build, then the
sixth stage can begin, search. During the search stage an individual essentially
works with what they have and tries to find constructive ways to make their
individual ambition, hopes and aspirations mesh with the reality of their
circumstances. These three stages of the transition curve are collectively
analogous to the norming stage of the team development process.

The last stage is integration. This is the time when an individual has found a
fresh sense of meaning, and is now if anything more confident and effective
then when this process started. Within the context described by Kübler (1969),
this can be thought of as a terminally ill patient putting their affairs in order;
visiting people they have not seen for many years; possibly resolving some
long standing disagreement or simply visiting a place they have always
dreamed of going to, but have never found the time. This stage is analogous to
the performing stage of the team development process.

Parker and Lewis (1980) applied the concept of the transition curve to
executive development. The concept transferred well, helping to explain the
time taken for newly appointed senior managers to negotiate their learning
curve successfully and to emerge as confident and effective as at their “first day
of appointment”. Interestingly, Parker and Lewis (1980) noted a tendency for
senior executives to move between denial and acceptance, as the criteria for fit

Figure 4.
The transition curve
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and contribution to the top team came into awareness and their instinctive
choices were in conflict with what the organisation required. In this way Parker
and Lewis (1980) effectively identified the equivalent of the norming/storming
cycle within the context of the dynamics of personal change.

Those wishing to be effective leaders cannot discount the significance of the
transition curve, both as it applies to individuals and teams. It takes time for
people to adjust, and if the concept underpinning the transition curve is
conceded, then it is self-evident that both individuals and the teams they are in
will need time and help to negotiate the curve in the minimum of time.

For those in leadership roles to provide appropriate help it is necessary to
have an understanding of some of the processes at work within groups. Whilst
knowing that the transition curve exists is in itself helpful, the “self protection”
mechanisms that the human mind brings to bear to protect us from stress and
anxiety underpin it. An understanding of these mechanisms will, therefore,
contribute to the ability of those in leadership roles to negotiate their own
personal transition curve, and help those for whom they are responsible for do
the same.

3.4 Group dynamic concepts
Within a group context, whether it be a cross-functional project team launching
a new product, the members of a board of directors, a manager with his
immediate subordinates, or colleagues working in a committee, there are
countless social and interpersonal interactions which make members more
psychologically aware of themselves and each other, and begin to influence
each other. Interaction leads to an awareness of interdependence and to the
satisfaction or non-satisfaction both of the group’s needs, and of those
individual personal needs which each person takes with him or her into the
group situation.

Within a given organisation, required behaviour may be defined as what the
organisation sees as necessary for task performance and membership of the
organisation. These necessities may take the form of punctuality, co-operation
with other members of the organisation or its environment, achievement and
maintenance of prescribed performance standards.

Emergent behaviour, by contrast, is what group members actually do –
either within the organisation’s prescription or as a modification or an
exception to it. This could be in the form of, say, restriction of output where
members feel they are not being rewarded equitably by the organisation, or
unprescribed social activities where members feel a sense of belonging with the
group.

Individuals make individual decisions on emergent behaviour.
Organisations make organisational decisions on required behaviour. Both
can be either beneficial or detrimental to group and organisational outcomes
and effectiveness. Organisations with cultures and climates in which emergent
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behaviour enhances the required behaviour are likely to have groups which
identify with the organisation, have healthy group dynamics, and achieve their
individual and group goals.

The question as to what drives emergent behaviour is rooted in the ideas
and concepts first expressed by Freud (1921). We all have a need for
self-esteem, with the degree of respect and quality of recognition we receive
from our leadership having a fundamental impact on the level of our
self-esteem. This is, largely, an unconscious process, with Diamond (1993)
comprehensively reviewing the unconscious life of an organisation. This
unconscious life is in no small part associated with those defensive acts most
common within organisations. These defensive acts, on the part of individuals,
enable them to survive in group situations. They also provide those in
leadership roles with a major challenge: namely, overcoming the defensive
mechanisms of the individuals within the team they are leading to enable the
desired goal to be achieved, and to survive the effects of the defensive actions
personally. In total, 12 defensive processes were identified by Diamond (1993)
(Table VI).

These defensive processes may be regarded as forms of self-deception on the
part of the individuals engaging in them. The psychology of self-deception was
considered by Goleman (1985), who observed that the dynamic of information
flow within and amongst us points to a particularly human malady: to avoid
anxiety, we close off crucial portions of awareness, creating blind spots. This
applies both to self-deception and shared illusions, leading to what Goleman
(1985) refers to as delusion, the cloudiness of mind that leads to misperception
of the object of awareness. The cure for delusion is insight – seeing things as
they are – which equates to a comprehension that is undistorted by the
defensive urge to avoid anxiety.

The purpose in considering the different defensive processes is to help those
in leadership roles distinguish between the content of a group discussion and
the process of group life. The insight needed to identify the defensive processes
within group situations helps those in leadership roles take their effect into
account, and in so doing reduce their impact on perception. This is a
mechanism for looking below the surface, of asking what is really going on in a
group situation. This was considered by Adair (1986) who wrote:

Decisions will be influenced by group or individual processes that are not immediately
apparent. Improved decision making will emerge from a clearer understanding of these
pressures and allowing for their effects. Self-awareness is the key. Attitudes to authority in
general can influence the way group members respond to your leadership. Conduct yourself
so as to make it easier for the group and each individual within it to move towards
interdependence – with you and each other.

A consideration of defensive processes, then, does not provide any answers
directly. It does not provide a leader with a convenient checklist defining how
to lead. It does, however, help to explain why the forming opt out and the
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Defensive process Practical consequence

Repression Processes by which unacceptable desires or impulses are excluded
from consciousness and left to operate in the unconscious, for
example, where an individual blocks out or represses an
unpleasant experience. Anxiety can be diminished by shutting the
initial idea out of awareness and behind a barrier of repression.
Repression allows resistance to thoughts, images and actions to
initiate an unconscious process, as a consequence of which the
initial idea appears to have vanished

Regression Reversal to an earlier mental or behavioural level, for example
when an adult behaves in a childish fashion. Regression may be
viewed as a reaction against environmental circumstances that are
perceived as threatening to organisational members. In response
to the anxiety of uncertainty, organisational participants often
revert to a sub-culture where leader-follower relationships
resemble relations between parents and children

Projection The act of externalising or objectifying what is primarily
subjective, for example projecting one’s own thoughts or desires
onto others. In other words, one throws out what one refuses to
recognise in oneself or to be oneself

Projective identification This term differs from projection as in addition to the projective
mechanism, there is an element of control of the person onto which
one’s own thoughts or desires have been projected. The urge to
control is evident in the process of “living through another person”

Splitting The process by which the whole self is separated into two parts.
This is the most primitive defence against anxiety, and results in
the tendency to perceive others as ideal, and therefore all good, or
persecutory, and therefore all bad. Splitting and projection
(usually of the bad part) occurs as a response to stress and anxiety
at work. Individuals experience incidents at work, such as a
change in the organisational structure, very personally. It
damages their core sense of self. They may feel persecuted and,
consequently, need to rid themselves of their negative feelings.
They come to view themselves and their work group as all good,
and other work groups as all bad. This enables them to maintain
good feelings about themselves and project bad feelings
elsewhere. It encourages them to label another individual or
department as a scapegoat and blame others for their
circumstances, thus avoiding responsibility for addressing
difficult issues associated with themselves

Introjection This process is the opposite of projection; it entails the “taking in”
of the external world. In defence against anxiety, introjection
serves to provide security by the reassuring presence of the other.
For example, during the process of being “socialised” into a new
team, an individual assumes the team’s values and ethics, enabling
them to identify with the other team members and the leader

(continued )

Table VI.
Anxiety and defensive
actions
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Defensive process Practical consequence

Reversal Reversal is a defence that simply takes advantage of the
possibility of turning an impulse or action around into its opposite.
This is often described as shifts from activity to passivity, and
vice versa. An example would be a manager who, as a child,
experienced his parents as abusive or punitive illustrates reversal.
The same child becomes a manager who mistreats his employees,
actively reversing the earlier psychological insult

Reaction-formation This process is a psychological attitude or habit diametrically
opposed to a repressed wish, and constituted against it, for
example bashfulness countering exhibitionist tendencies. Two
managers competing fore the same executive position may act as if
they are mutually supportive and trusting team members, when in
fact they unconsciously wish the other great harm.
Passive-aggressive behaviour typifies reaction-formations

Undoing and isolation Both performing defensive manoeuvres of undoing (what has been
done) and isolating its effects are characteristic of obsessional
thinking and compulsive behaviour, or obsessional neurosis. The
defensive intent of undoing is to destroy any cognitive and
emotional trace of the anxiety-producing event completely

Sublimation Directing the energy of (an impulse) from its prime aim to one that
is ethically or culturally higher; for example, a naturally
aggressive person who becomes an attacking hockey centre
forward

Compromise-formation Joining and participating in organisations requires an individual
to strike a compromise between the unconscious requirements of
his personality and the demands of the organisation. Such
compromises are worked out as the individual reshapes his
assigned role to fit unconscious organisational demands more
closely

Narcissism The term narcissism originates in the myth of Narcissus and
generally refers to love directed towards the image of oneself.
Although fraught with negative connotations, narcissism is the
engine that drives each one of us. Narcissism and leadership are
intricately connected. Children who have been exposed to abusive,
violent or emotionally distant parenting have a tendency towards
an inner theatre rampant with malevolent imagery. They come to
believe that they cannot reliably depend on anyone’s love and
loyalty as adults. As adults they then act according to this
conviction, and while claiming to be self-sufficient are deeply
troubled. In order to cope with this they become obsessed and
fixated on issues of power, beauty, status, prestige and superiority

Note: Adapted from Adair (1986) and Diamond (1993) Table VI.
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norming/storming cycle exist at all, and why people behave as they do during
the storming stage of the team development process.

The above should not be taken as an assertion that it is not possible to make
any positive intervention in difficult group situations. The skilled leader can
cause those who are avoiding dealing with difficult issues to confront them by
acting as a “container” for the other person. This concept comes from the
psychoanalytic work of Bion (1984). In essence, one person has the ability to
receive and understand the emotional state of others, and this makes the
feelings more bearable. It becomes the role of the leader to act as a container.
The leader’s willingness and ability to contain or hold on to the projected
feelings of another, stirred up by the ambiguities of their situation, until the
individual concerned is ready to use an interpretation, is crucial. If timing is
poor the interpretation will be experienced as yet another attack. When the
timing is right, however, it becomes possible to bring about change in the core
beliefs of those involved.

In this way the process of understanding why team members are behaving
as they are becomes the mechanism by which they are brought to the point
were they face up to the real issues they need to deal with. When considered
within the context of repeating this with all team members, it becomes the
process by which the leader reaches some form of consensus that all the team
can accept. In practice a leader is able to use this to build a network of
relationships sufficiently robust to enable those involved to feel comfortable
raising issues that would not have been openly discussed previously. This
enables the leader to gain access to information that would not be made
available by any other route, and in so doing enables them to create a workable
common ground, enabling the team to move on.

3.5 The team landscape
The team development process of Tuckman (1965) and the transition curve of
Kübler Ross (1969) are key frameworks. Additionally, the integrated team
development process of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) and the group dynamic
concepts described by Diamond (1993) point to an origin for many of the issues
those in leadership roles are faced with. While these frameworks and concepts
are valuable in their own right, there is a need to capture them into an
integrated team development and leadership framework. A framework that can
be picked up and used by practitioners and applied.

This integration was performed by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a, b), who
used an ethnographic methodology, described by Kakabadse et al. (1997), to
derive the concepts of a team and leadership landscape, frameworks
represented graphically to maximise their accessibility to practitioners.

The case for graphical representation was made by Huff and Jenkins (2000).
Graphical modelling naturally lends itself to developing conceptualisations
that are both complete and systematic. The technique has been found by
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Eisenhardt (1989) to be useful for explaining “new” phenomena and by
Bacharach (1989) for improving long standing explanation. A diagram is not,
by itself, a theory. If, however, a theory is considered to be a story about “why”,
then a graphical model is a visual aid that helps storytellers highlight the main
features of their explanation. The value of graphical models were summarised
by Sutton and Staw (1995), who wrote:

For researchers who are not good writers, a set of diagrams can provide structure to
otherwise rambling and amorphous arguments. For those researchers who are talented
writers, having a concrete model may prevent obfuscation of specious or inconsistent
arguments.

Whilst the team and leadership landscapes are separate and independent, they
are complementary and together provide an integrated approach to team
development and leadership. The concept of the team landscape rests on two
basic assumptions. First, the team development process is the process through
which all teams must pass. Second, the four basic elements within the
integrated team development process collectively embody everything that is
important to the transition of a loose group into an effective team. If these two
assumptions are agreed, then it follows that everything relevant to the
transformation of a loose group into an effective team is contained within the
four basic elements at each stage of the team development process. This would
point to a four by four matrix comprising 16 “links”, with one link associated
with each basic element at each stage of the team development process.

3.5.1 The nine key factors
In practice the four basic elements were found to model the requirements of a
team at too high a level for practical application. The basic elements were,
therefore, broken down into a lower level of granularity to produce nine “key
factors” (Table VII). In this context granularity is defined as the level of detail
to which a subject is subdivided.

3.5.2 The 36 links
It was these nine key factors that Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) represented in
matrix form against the four stages of the team development process,
producing a nine by four matrix with 36 links – it is this matrix that was
named the team landscape (Figure 5).

The relative significance of the team landscape “links” was established
empirically. Making significance proportional to height makes relative
significance of each link clear. The concept is a simple one, in any landscape
you are more likely to stumble over taller objects! This style of representation
enables issues at each stage of the team development process to be “seen”, and
in so doing provides some insight into current issues. Additionally, the
landscape provides insight into the issues that will become relevant at the next
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Basic element Key factor Definition

Task Clearly defined
goals

It is considered essential that the task be articulated to the
team in terms of clearly defined goals. The alternative would
be a prescriptive or tactical approach, in which the activities
the team was to undertake were specified. The process of
defining a team’s goal is a strategic process, in which that
which the team is to achieve is clearly defined, but the
process by which it is achieved is left to the team

Priorities Within any organisation there are a wide range of options,
many of which would be advantageous if pursued. In
practice, due to the practical limitations of time, money and
available resources an organisation must choose a small
number of options from those available, make them the
organisational priority and pursue only those. A very
common failing of organisations is attempting to undertake
too many projects, with the consequence that all are
under-resourced. The concept of priority is therefore central
to an organisation’s ability to define those options that will
maximise its competitive advantage, and then allocate
resources to deliver them

Individual Roles and
responsibilities

From the perspective of the team each individual team
member must have complementary roles and
responsibilities covering all that are relevant to delivering
the team’s goal. Significant overlap between roles will result
in conflict emerging between team members. This is
particularly true with regard to the team leader. It must be
clearly understood by all who the team leader is if conflict is
not to escalate out of control. Significant extension of roles
beyond that strictly necessary to deliver the team’s primary
goal will result in team members spending time on activities
that are not relevant to the team’s primary purpose. In so
doing the ability of the team to perform is reduced

Self awareness Self-awareness bundles together all of the psychology
associated with the impact of individuals’ behaviour on their
immediate surroundings. Within this context it is considered
important to recognise that the behaviour, both conscious
and unconscious, of individuals, can have a profound impact
on other team members, which in turn can either positively
or negatively impact on a team’s performance

Group Leadership Leadership, encompassing all aspects of this subject as they
relate to performance of a team. This simplistic approach is
considered appropriate in this context, as the intent is to
consider all factors that impact on the transformation of a
loose group into an effective team. The purpose is to put
leadership into the context of team development, not to
study its impact in isolation

(continued )

Table VII.
Definition of the nine
key factors
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stage of the team development process, and in so doing helps the team leader to
prepare for the role change that will be required as the team moves on.

Application of the team landscape cannot be totally prescriptive, however, it
is possible to draw out some general observations at each stage of the team
development process. At the forming stage the most important key factors are
clearly defined goals, priorities and communication. This is associated with the

Basic element Key factor Definition

Group dynamics It is recognised that a team is more than simply a collection
of individuals working towards a common goal; it is also a
social system. The concept of “dual task” put forward by
James (1999) requires that social structures are built within
the team to generate the necessary social system the team
needs to function. Certainly on the day team members first
meet there is no social system. Once performing, effective
teams are clearly well ordered, supportive social systems in
which each member has a place which he is comfortable
with. The transformation of a loose group to an effective
team may then be viewed as the generation, and acceptance,
of a new social system

Communication The regular flow of information about the job, the task and
how it is being undertaken by the team. Too much
information would defeat the purpose, becoming noise and a
burden. Too little information and it is ignored, being
replaced by speculation. The effective communication
between individuals, up and down the organisational
hierarchy, is a key factor in mobilising a team around the
organisational problem it is intended to address

Environment Context Organisational culture was studied by Goffee and Jones
(1996), who concluded that significant differences in culture
did exist within organisations both horizontally in different
parts of the organisation and vertically at different levels
within it. From a single team’s micro perspective it was
considered probable that at some points within the team
development process the generic environmental context
would impact on its ability to transform from a loose group
to an effective team

Infrastructure The key factor infrastructure includes all macro
organisation issues from IT systems and human resource
support to the ability of the senior management team to
translate its strategy into a series of goals suitable for a
series of teams to tackle. It is recognised that this is a very
broad category, and that care would be needed during
analysis of the results to identify which aspect of
infrastructure is relevant at any given stage in the team
development process

Note: Adapted from Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) Table VII.
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organisation’s ability to break its strategy down into a set of activities suitable
for individual teams to engage in and decide which will be undertaken first,
following which, these decisions are communicated clearly to the team
members.

At the storming stage the only significant key factor is group dynamics.
This result lends credibility to the concept of a dual task, proposed by James
(1999), as the storming process can be linked to the process of creating a social
system where previously there was none. It was surprising that no other key
factors were significant, the conclusion drawn by the researchers being that
development of a supportive social system within the team is critical if it is to
progress through the transformation into an effective team.

During the norming stage leadership, group dynamics and communication
emerged as the most important key factors, with leadership being the single
most important link in the team landscape. Within this context, group
dynamics and communication are considered to be in support of leadership.
Because of a relatively dysfunctional team the team leader has to communicate
effectively and find a workable common ground all team members can accept.
There was clear evidence to indicate that the formally appointed team leader
performed better with the close support of others. Specifically, the timely
intervention of senior managers in support of the team leader can have a very
positive impact on the speed with which teams transform. Second, importance
of group dynamics was associated with the existence of a team member
undertaking a social leadership role in support of the team leader. Finally,
communication was enhanced by the team leader passing leadership of specific
tasks to publicly recognised members of the team.

Figure 5.
The team landscape
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During the performing stage, infrastructure becomes a significant key factor
for the first time. Once a team is performing, the organisational objective is not
to do anything to help it to perform, it is already doing that. The objective is to
keep it performing. The three most significant key factors at the performing
stage all relate to the organisation fulfilling the role of communicating changes
in the external environment and the consequent changes in organisational
priorities that these necessitate. It is the business infrastructure role to do this
in a way that does not keep breaking up and redirecting teams that are already
performing.

3.6 The leadership landscape
The work of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) characterised leadership in terms
of the four stages of the team development process. This was helpful within the
context of the nine key factors, where the level of granularity chosen associated
all leadership issues with a single key factor, “leadership”. A lower level of
granularity, however, is required if those in leadership positions within an
organisation are to be provided with a deeper level of insight into the impact of
their behaviour on the speed of transformation of those teams with which they
are associated. This lower level of granularity is provided by Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002b), who developed the concept of the “leadership landscape”
which characterises leadership in terms of key roles and critical points through
the team development process.

3.6.1 Legitimate and social leaders
The concept of key roles is a development of the concept put forward by James
(1999) of the existence of a legitimate and dual task for any team. The core task
is the “legitimate” task, that which the group was set up to do, with publicly
stated goals, structures and roles. There is also a dual task of developing and
maintaining relationships, which is not easy, given the deep emotions that
working in groups evokes. This insight leads onto the concept of two
leadership roles within a team, first, the role of “legitimate” leader, and second,
the role of “social” leader. In this context the legitimate leader is defined as the
publicly appointed leader of the team who is accountable for delivery of the
team’s objectives. The social leader is defined as the individual who undertakes
to build and maintain a network of relationships with other team members.

3.6.2 Task leaders
Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) observed that a team attempting to deliver a
technically complex objective required a series of individuals to lead specific
tasks that required undertaking and completing during the delivery of the
team’s overall goal. These “task” leaders were regarded by Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002b) as deriving their legitimacy to lead other team members
from the formal allocation of responsibility for delivering a specific task by the
team’s legitimate leader.
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3.6.3 Macro leaders
A fourth leadership role identified by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b) was that
of senior management, who as individuals represented the views of the “macro”
organisation. Whilst the time that the company’s senior management spent
directly engaged with individual teams was relatively small, the impact that
this had on the team’s speed of transformation was found to be great.

3.6.4 Critical points
An additional observation was made by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b), who
reported that teams spent very little time in transition from one stage of the
team development process to another. Typically, teams would progress
between stages in less than a day, or not at all. Clearly, the critical leadership
challenge is negotiation of boundaries between stages in the team development
process. The four-stage team development process may, therefore, be regarded
as having five “critical points” associated with it:

(1) into forming;

(2) forming into storming;

(3) storming into norming;

(4) norming into performing; and

(5) maintaining performance.

The act of moving from one stage of the team development process to the next
may be considered to be bound up in the willingness of individuals within the
team to move on. This willingness is considered to be primarily a function of
the competence of those associated with the team in leadership positions. The
conclusion drawn from this insight was that leadership in the most general
sense is of primary importance at each critical point through the team
development process.

3.6.4 Motivating and hygiene factors
The work of James (1999), Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) and Tuckman (1965)
was combined by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b) into a single concept of four
leadership key roles that are primarily relevant at five critical points. This
resulted in the concept of a five by four matrix that was named the leadership
landscape. Different key roles will be important at different critical points.
Whilst it has been established that the key roles are significant in themselves,
the relative significance of each key role at each critical point was validated
using the same ethnographic methodology as that used for the team landscape.
Specifically, the objective was to establish the relative importance of each key
role at each critical point, plus the extent to which it is a motivating or hygiene
factor. A hygiene factor is defined as one that will not motivate a team if
present, but will de-motivate it if absent. A motivating factor, by contrast, is
defined as one that will not de-motivate a team if absent, but will motivate it if
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present. This was considered appropriate as during the theory building and
data gathering phase of the research programme of Sheard and Kakabadse
(2002b) it became clear that in addition to the absolute importance of a key role
at a critical point, it was either perceived by team members as a hygiene or
motivating factor.

The data are represented graphically on the leadership landscape
(Figure 6). The height of each link is directly proportional to the link’s
significance. The relative significance of the links, both in terms of hygiene
and motivational significance, is made clear by placing each link
proportionally to significance on the hygiene/motivating scale. In this way
both the total significance and relative hygiene and motivational significance
of each link is made clear.

The most striking feature of the leadership landscape is that there are major
features associated with each critical point, and with each key role. Considering
the relevance of the key roles at each critical point, negotiation of the first
critical point, into forming, was found to be primarily associated with the
quality of leadership associated with individuals occupying legitimate key
roles (Figure 6). The positive support of individuals occupying macro key roles
at this early stage in the team life was also found to be highly motivational. The
combined efforts of individuals occupying legitimate and macro key roles as a
leadership dyad, clearly communicating and defining the team’s goals, was

Figure 6.
The leadership

landscape
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found to be particularly effective at moving the team through the first critical
point.

The move from forming to storming is a relatively easy one for any team to
make, and it is considered significant that there is little those occupying
legitimate or macro key roles can do to motivate the team at this second critical
point. Quite the contrary, it would seem that any effort on their part to impose
leadership is very de-motivating.

At this second critical point the individual in a team occupying the social
key role can have the most motivational effect on the team. This fits with the
findings of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a), who concluded that the primary key
factor during the storming stage was group dynamics, which are associated
with the establishment of a team social system. The individual within a team
occupying the social key role would naturally lead this process. In practice it
was observed that the team would pass through this critical point more quickly
if those occupying legitimate and social key roles formed an effective dyad.
This provided individuals occupying the legitimate key role with critical
feedback, enabling them to address those issues perceived to be important by
team members.

The third critical point, storming into norming, was found to be
negotiated most effectively by those occupying the legitimate and social key
roles continuing to operate as a dyad. In this context the legitimate leader
within a team was required to act as a “sink” for organisational uncertainty,
communicating team objectives clearly to individual members. The social
leader would be involved in addressing issues with individual team
members that they did not feel able to raise with a formal authority figure.
The more effective the relationship between individuals occupying legitimate
and social key roles, the quicker the transition through this critical point
was found to be.

The fourth critical point, norming into performing, may be regarded as a
continuation of the leadership dyad that formed between individuals
occupying legitimate and social key roles at the third critical point. The
significant change, however, is the reduction in impact of the legitimate key
role, and the increase in the importance of the task key role. This may be
regarded as the emergence of a further set of leadership dyads between
individuals occupying the social and various task key roles within the team.
This is not unexpected, as it is at the performing stage of the team
development process that the individuals occupying the task key roles need
to be in control of their respective tasks, with the full support of the social
system that the team has now become.

The trend described above is continued into the fifth critical point,
maintaining performance, with the task key role becoming the most motivating
key role for the first time. This critical point represents a shift in the relative
importance of the key roles, as it is now individuals occupying the task and
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social key roles that form the primary motivational dyads for the team. From
the perspective of those in formal positions of authority, this can be viewed as
the team having become “self managed”. The impact of legitimate and macro
key roles is reduced at this critical point, and in practice almost any
intervention is perceived as interference by a team that is clearly focused on its
objective and would like to be left alone to achieve it.

3.7 Leadership behaviour and action through the landscapes
The leadership landscape provides practitioners with an insight into some
fundamental leadership issues:

. The leadership behaviours that work well at one point during the life
cycle of a team will not necessarily be appropriate throughout the life
cycle.

. Leadership is about more than “one great man”, with effective teams
involving all team members.

. The behaviour of those in formal team leader and senior management
roles can have a negative effect on a team’s ability to become effective.

The leadership landscape helps those within a team to act. First, it is relatively
easy in practice to associate different individuals within a team with one of the
four leadership key roles. Second, it is possible to follow a team’s progress
through the five critical points, and therefore remain aware of the next critical
point a team faces.

Once individuals are characterised as holding a specific key role, and the
critical point faced by the team is known, the leadership landscape then
provides an insight into which individuals within a team are likely to influence
most positively the speed with which the next critical point is negotiated. The
tactical application of the leadership landscape will vary from organisation to
organisation; the objectives in applying it, however, are consider to be generic.
First, the most important key roles at a specific critical point are made explicit.
Second, the extent to which the key role at a specific critical point can have a
motivational effect on the team is defined. Third, the key role holders who must
form a “motivational dyad” as the two most motivational key roles at the
critical point are made clear.

The leadership landscape and team landscape are complementary, and can
be considered together to assist in producing a guide to the leadership
behaviour and action most appropriate to moving a team forward. The work of
Olivier (2001) and Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999) speaks of the personal
journey that a leader must travel, and the work of leadership. These focus on
the core values, sense of vision and purpose of a leader. A consideration of how
these values translate into behaviour and action at each critical point through,
and stage of the team development process, is considered to complement this
body of work.
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3.7.1 Identifying critical points and stages
Before moving on to consider the behaviour and action most appropriate, it is
first helpful to consider what observable indicators exist that can help in
identifying the critical point through, and stage of the team development
process a team faces (Table VIII). The indicators that are observable are not
necessarily obviously associated with a particular critical point through, or
stage of the team development process. Take, for example, the norming stage of
the team development process. This is the stage of the team development
process were the team reaches some form of consensus, the stage at which a
workable common ground all can accept is agreed. This might at first be
assumed to be associated with relatively positive group dynamics amongst the
team. In practice (Table VIII) it is a time of conflict and apparent disorder. A
key issue differentiating this stage from previous stages, however, is that team
members are engaged with each other. The indicators should not be confused
with those of a team still in the storming stage of the team development
process. In practice, the skilful leader will take some time to observe the process
of group life as well as the content of group discussion before attempting to
influence a team. This approach can help to ensure that any intervention is
relatively positive.

3.7.2 Into forming and forming
When faced with the first critical point, into forming, the primary leadership
requirements have nothing to do with the project team that will deliver the
required goal. First, the organisation must be aligned around the requirement
of the project. Only when a consensus has been built amongst influential senior
managers will it become possible to mobilise the necessary resources (Table IX).
The physical presence of those occupying macro key roles at an inaugural team
meeting will help to reinforce the seriousness of the organisational intent to see
the project through to delivery. This helps to discourage the fantasy amongst
team members that if ignored long enough, the organisation will lose interest in
the project, and team members can then go back to their former role.

Once into the forming stage the legitimate leader must focus on the team
goal without being overly prescriptive as to specifically how it should be
achieved. In practice a team leader who appears to have already made up their
mind as to what each team member will be doing and how they will do it is
unlikely to get the necessary buy-in of team members.

3.7.3 Forming into storming and storming
When faced with the second critical point, forming into storming, appropriate
action is to focus on those occupying social, legitimate and macro key roles, as
these are the most motivational key roles at this critical point (Table X). First,
those occupying social key roles need encouraging to network amongst team
members, as this is one of the two most motivational key roles at this critical
point. Second, the legitimate leader should be tactfully reminded about the
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Critical
point/stage Practical indicator

Into forming A general recognition that the current status quo is no longer satisfactory,
that some change is needed without a specific recognition as to exactly what
change is needed
A lack of consensus as to the key issues the organisation faces
Lack of vision

Forming The allocation of resources
Discussion of roles and responsibilities
A tendency for individuals to focus on their own strengths, and to underrate
the relevance of the strengths of others combined with a failure to recognise
weaknesses in themselves
Passive resistance from those who will in some ways suffer if the team is
formed

Forming into
storming

Open criticism from those who oppose or disagree with the team’s goal or
objectives
Covert criticisms of the team leader in an attempt to undermine his
authority and discredit him as a person
A tendency for debate about issues to quickly degenerate into interpersonal
conflict for no overtly obvious reason
A rapid deterioration of interpersonal relationships between those within,
and associated with the team
A lack of focus, interpersonal conflict with a lack of interest in the team’s
goal or objective
No apparent opportunity for consensus on a “workable common ground.”
Emergence of the “Naysayer” who is upfront and honest about their
disagreement with the team’s goal
Emergence of the critic, who just prefers criticising to doing anything else
Emergence of the “traitor” who for whatever reason, conscious or
unconscious, seeks to undermine and sabotage the team’s project and your
leadership

Storming The point at which the leader takes the first “visible” steps on the ground
Conflict over what team members have traditionally done, that they must
now stop doing
Conflict over the specific tasks that team members must now start doing

Storming into
norming

Resistance to the action that is actually occurring on the ground amongst
team members
The emergence of unforeseen problems that cast doubt on the viability of
the team’s project, and the practicality of realising the team’s goal
A tendency for the leader to perceive their team in negative terms, and to
blame them for the lack of progress and problems
An acceptance of new working practices, but simultaneously a lack of
motivation and a sense that the task at hand is impossible

(continued )

Table VIII.
Indicators of critical
points through, and

each stage of, the team
development process
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Critical
point/stage Practical indicator

Norming A loss of focus amongst team members, and a disconnect from the original
vision that was responsible for creation of the team in the first place
The need for inspirational leadership on the part of the team leader, a sense
that we are all in this together and no more criticism
The effective use of imagery by the leader to re-motivate the team, not
simply telling them were to go, but how they can be successful when they
get there

The
norming/storming
cycle

The opposition of other key managers increases as the team engages in
increased “visible” activity
Due to the time taken to get to this point, pressure to remove key members
of the team for “important” jobs elsewhere increases
Splits and tensions amongst group members results in the competence and
capability of the team leader becoming a focus for team members, with a
consequential loss of confidence in the group leader
A rapidly increasing need for “visible” leadership on the part of the team
leader, management by wandering about
A need for the leader to be able to balance acting skills and real feelings. To
be seen to be aware of the reality of the team’s situation, without dwelling on
the reality of the task’s difficulty, whilst presenting a self-confident front. To
not lie, but not tell the whole truth

Norming into
performing

The re-connection of the leader with their vision. The real test of leadership,
to see the vision even when it appears impossible to achieve
The process of explaining to the team why you as leader are personally
getting out of bed in the morning for this fight – besides the money and the
prospective bonus
The process of playing on the imagery of a future in which the team has
been successful. Not a detailed account of what is expected of the team
members, but of how the world will be a better place after the team has been
successful

Performing The first point through the process where the team and its resources are
fully mobilised around achieving the vision
The actions of others are now beyond the direct control of the leader,
intervention is now likely to be perceived as interference rather then
assistance
The need for the leader to be available to the team, and to be prepared to
take the “dark” decisions, those decisions that must be taken if the team is to
deliver, to fire a long standing employee or a enthusiastic newcomer who for
whatever reason is threatening to disrupt the team and stop it performing

Maintaining
performance

The time when all can see that the vision is being achieved
A time when the leader must change from warrior to peacekeeper. The best
people need more then just financial motivation. Take this for granted and
you will lose them
The process of recognising outstanding personal contribution to the team
and publicly recognising itTable VIII.
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sensitivity of team members to help avoid perceived criticism where none is
intended and the need to listen and provide support at this stage of the team’s
life. This is because the legitimate key role can have a motivational effect at
this critical point, however, if team members perceive behaviour to be
inappropriate it can be very demotivating.

The leadership dyad at this critical point is between those occupying social
and legitimate key roles, with the social leader providing feedback to the
legitimate leader on the actual impact of their behaviour on the team. Finally,
those occupying macro key roles should be encouraged to avoid unnecessary
contact with the team at this point, focusing what time they have on teams
facing the first or fourth critical point. At this critical point the leadership
landscape characterises almost any intervention by those occupying macro key
roles as unlikely to motivate the team. It is better that those in macro key roles
are “seen” at a distance to be making an appropriate contribution to other
teams within the organisation, and therefore, whilst not with the team,
available should the need arise.

Issue Leadership behaviour

Into forming Build a consensus between team leaders and senior management
Encourage senior management to formally communicate and define the
team goal
Ensure that senior management supports the team leader at team meetings.
Break down the top level task into approximately two man year “work
packages” to enable teams of about six to deliver the each work package in
approximately four months

Forming Break down interpersonal barriers within the team
Focus on the team goal
Network with managers outside the team, reinforce the vital importance of
the need for positive behaviour from other key managers within the
organisation

Table IX.
Leadership behaviour,

into forming and
forming

Issue Leadership behaviour

Forming into
storming

Focus effort on developing relationships with those team members who
naturally have the highest sociability within the team, to facilitate informal
feedback on the actual, as opposed to the intended, impact of behaviour
Discourage senior management from imposing solutions on the team

Storming Help team members to achieve the team goal
Address interpersonal issues
Utilise interpersonal skills to address sensitive issues
Enlist the help of other influential managers to reinforce the organisational
commitment to the team goal

Table X.
Leadership behaviour,
forming into storming

and storming
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Once into the storming stage the team landscape characterises group
dynamics as the only significant key factor. A prescriptive approach on the
part of the legitimate leader will not help; team members need to come to terms
with their new role. This can be facilitated by helping individual teammembers
to clarify what is expected of them if they are to help the team achieve its goal,
and also by addressing interpersonal issues.

3.7.4 Storming into norming and norming
The third critical point, storming into norming, is where some consensus starts
to emerge as to the way forward (Table XI). The dyad formed between the
legitimate and social leader at the last critical point becomes far more
important here, and the major motivational force within the team. The
legitimate leader must draw on his relationship with those in social key roles,
and diminish anxiety by acting as a “sink” for the concerns of others. It is
critical that those occupying legitimate key roles are both a part of the team,
and simultaneously apart from any petty or minor issues that could result in a
loss of focus on the key requirement to agree on a way forward for the team.

During the norming stage there will be a tendency for the team to slip back
into conflict, and there is little alternative then but for a very hands-on style of
management. The legitimate leader can help to build on the emerging
relationships between team members by talking amongst team members in
positive terms about the ideas and enthusiasm of other team members. This
focus on effective use of inter-personnel skills will help to reinforce the
perception that other team members have valuable skills and a contribution to
make, and in so doing help to reduce the anxiety team members may feel
individually.

3.7.5 Leadership through the norming/storming cycle
At the point where the team appears to have started to perform, resistance
moves from covert to overt. The apparent performance falters, the frustration
of which can cause those occupying legitimate key roles to blame team

Issue Leadership behaviour

Storming into
norming

Draw on the relationships formed with the most sociable team members to
access informal feedback on team members’ concerns
Act as a “sink” for organisational uncertainty, focusing on the clear
communication of team objectives
Recognise the need to work through ambiguity that is not easy to address,
and avoid the temptation to force consent

Norming Confront sensitive interpersonal issues
Focus on the effective utilisation of interpersonal skills
Reinforce the strengths of each team member to the team, and make sure
they are used

Table XI.
Leadership behaviour,
storming into norming
and norming
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members for the failure. The team has entered the norming/storming cycle
(Table XII). This is “the dark night of the soul” described by Olivier (2001), and
the legitimate leader needs to take the time to re-connect with their sense of
purpose and resist the temptation to try to drive consensus where none is
possible.

The relationship between those occupying macro and legitimate key roles
will be tested at this stage of the team development process. The responsibility
lies with those in the more senior position to ensure that their contribution is
positive. This is where the inspirational aspect of leadership is critical. There is
no quick fix or checklist to help with this. If, however, those occupying
legitimate and macro key roles have a sense of purpose and a shared vision,
then they stand a chance of inspiring those who must work to deliver their
vision, the team’s goal and the organisational solution.

3.7.6 Norming into performing and performing
After surviving the norming/storming cycle, the legitimate leader needs to
quickly move the team through the fourth critical point, norming into
performing, by agreeing which team members will deliver key sub-goals
(Table XIII). This is the process of formally “appointing” task leaders, and
needs to be done positively and publicly. Ensuring that the working
relationship with the team member who has emerged as the social leader is
robust will facilitate this process. This will, without exception, require the
legitimate and social leaders to spend time together at the very time when they
perceive themselves to have the least time.

Progression into the performing stage will be associated with a reduction in
the formal aspects of leadership. There will be little need to micro manage team
members, as they will all be associated with at least one sub-team, and will be
driving themselves to deliver what the various task leaders need from them.
This cannot, however, be read as a reduction in significance of the legitimate
key role. The legitimate leader needs to be resolving issues with the

Issue Leadership behaviour

Norming/storming
cycle

Resist the temptation to “lead from the front” and accept that the
deterioration in team performance will take time to address
Focus on reinforcing the importance of the team goal to individual team
members
Listen to the issues and concerns raised by team members to help gain
insight into the root cause of the breakdown

Breaking out of the
norming/storming
cycle

Maintain a focus on the team goal; resist efforts by individual team
members to focus on inter personal issues
Enlist the support of key senior managers, making clear the
contribution they can make to the team by reinforcing the importance
of the team goal

Table XII.
Leadership behaviour,

norming/storming cycle
and breaking out of the
norming/storming cycle
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organisation. Problems with IT systems, the human resources function over
pay and reward, or other senior managers who might want to take out key
team members for “important” jobs elsewhere need to be addressed by the
legitimate leader. Time must be spent communicating the successes of the team
to the wider organisation, and ensuring that any change in the team’s goal as a
consequence of changing external circumstances is communicated quickly and
effectively to the team members to enable them to re-plan around the changing
requirements.

3.7.7 Maintaining performance and termination
The comments made in the performing stage remain relevant during the last
critical point, maintaining performance (Table XIV). If the team’s task has been

Issue Leadership behaviour

Norming into
performing

Publicly recognise the individuals within the team delivering key
sub-elements of the team goal
Encourage the most sociable team members to network amongst other team
members to improve communication
Arrange formal reviews to senior management at which team members
formally present work done to date plus the plan to deliver the team goal

Performing Intervene as necessary to de-fuse interpersonal tensions
Application of interpersonal skills should be low-key
Ensure that outstanding individual performance by team members is
publicly recognised
Be prepared to do those tasks needed to formalise new team working
practices within the organisational infrastructure, to ensure they become
embedded

Table XIII.
Leadership behaviour,
norming into
performing and
performing

Issue Leadership behaviour

Maintaining
performance

Accept that a low profile is now the appropriate leadership style
Focus on removing obstacles, such as IT or HR related issues that could
otherwise stop the team performing
Discourage senior management from removing key team members for
“important” jobs elsewhere
Resist strongly any attempt to change the team’s goal at this late stage

Termination Recognise that the “object loss” associated with disbanding the team is
associated with the “death” of the team social system
Ensure a “clean” end to the team by arranging a formal presentation of
results to senior managers
Discuss with individual team members their expectations of the team, if
they were fulfilled and requirements from their “follow on” team
Ensure that the management system is in place to organisationally identify
“follow on” goals, and assign individuals to teams delivering goals most
likely to fulfil individual expectations

Table XIV.
Leadership behaviour,
maintaining
performance and
termination
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appropriately constituted, then by this point in the process the team should be
sufficiently close enough to delivering that it makes no sense to break the team
up. The legitimate leader therefore needs to focus on the discouragement of
others from any attempt to significantly change the team’s goal at this late stage.
If a major change is needed, it should be the new goal of a “follow on” team.

The termination stage is one that will be encountered at different times by
different teammembers as their respective contribution to the team is completed.
The effects of forming and storming felt by their “follow on” team can be
significantly reduced by the legitimate leader making it his or her job to try to
discuss with team members what they personally hope to get from the follow-on
team, and that (ideally) a choice of follow-on projects are available. This can be a
very time consuming business, and it is quite possible that the legitimate leader
will start to feel more like a counsellor then a senior manager. The overall benefit
to the organisation is great if this process is handled sensitively.

3.8 Macro and micro factors
The issues that impact on transformation of a loose group into an effective
team were considered by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) to be split into macro
and micro factors. In this context macro factors are defined as business-wide
factors that relate to the organisation’s infrastructure in the widest sense. In
contrast, micro factors are defined as those associated primarily with a single
team within the wider organisation. Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) concluded:

The macro factors are instrumental in defining what the team goal is and communicating it,
and then getting the team resourced. Taking this as a given, the team then proceeds through
to performing, with rate of progress being proportional to the quality of team leadership.
Given a capable team leader, a team proceeds to performing with little macro support from
the organisation. Once performing, however, the organisation at a macro level routinely stops
teams doing so by failing to provide the necessary infrastructure to the teams, switching team
members from team to team and changing priorities.

In essence, the leadership behaviour of the team leader is what gets a team
performing. The wider macro factors, however, are the responsibility of the
organisation’s senior management. It is the senior management who is
ultimately responsible for the organisational infrastructure and for the process
of defining strategy and how it will be converted into a series of tangible
activities that individual project teams can engage with. Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a) concluded that at the micro level:

. The process of “goal based” planning was effective at initiating the
process of transformation. In this context, goal based planning is defined
as the process by which a team’s top-level objective is broken down into
sub-goals. A goal based planning process involving all team members
resulted in a very much more co-ordinated team, as individual team
members developed activity plans of their own to deliver one of the
sub-goals.
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. Teams with the close support of their team leader transformed more
quickly than teams with a “hands off” team leader. The communication
associated with the close support assisted in the development of a
supportive team social structure, the presence of which encourages
transformation.

. External reviews of team performance after teams had completed a major
milestone facilitated transformation. In this context an external review is
defined as a formal peer group review process, during which the team
presents what has been achieved, and the process used to do so. Both
team leader and team members receive concise constructive feedback
following each review. The clear focus that these reviews provide was
found to drive teams towards performing.

At the macro level, conclusions were:
. Organisations typically commit to undertake more projects than can be

resourced effectively. The impact of this on individual team members and
team leaders is very demotivating, and results in an unacceptably high
incidence of stress-related illness within the organisation.

. Data supported the significance of team size, and of the time between
forming the team and delivering its goal. In practice, teams of between
four and six individuals completing their goal in approximately four
months was found to be the combination that was most likely to reach the
performing stage of the team development process, and to do so in the
minimum time.

. The quality of the team leadership is very important; it has a profound
impact on both the ability of a team to transform and the speed with
which it does so.

These first and second macro conclusions point to two different aspects of
leadership and team development. The first is associated with the wider
organisation, and the senior management team’s ability to put in place an
infrastructure that balances the incoming project load and the capacity of the
individuals it employs to undertake this load. This is followed by a second
aspect, an organisational capability to clearly define the required deliverable
from each team; then as teams move to perform, provide meaningful feedback
about changes in the organisation’s external environment to enable team goals
to be modified in such a way as to still deliver an organisationally relevant
solution.

The third macro conclusion relates to the personal attributes of the project
team leader, their ability to inspire those who they lead and find a workable
common ground all team members can accept. The first and second
conclusions seem to relate to an organisational capability somehow removed
from the drama of the third. This is not the case, as the first and second relate to
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the ability of the organisation’s senior management to perform themselves,
forging a common view of the organisational strategy and a shared sense of
purpose. This senior management team is linked to the many project teams
within the organisation by the concept of the macro leader. The member of the
organisation’s senior management team who lends support to a specific project
team’s legitimate leader either helps the transformation process form loose
group to effective team; or inhibits it. This point is significant, with Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a) concluding that the method by which senior management
generally, and members of an organisation’s top team specifically, influence an
organisational issue can be profoundly demotivating. Specifically, they stop
teams performing by:

. changing priorities at short notice;

. removing key team members for “important” jobs elsewhere;

. allowing teams to fall apart by simply removing members until there are
none left, and never formally disbanding the team;

. informing the team leaders what tactical approach to take, and in so doing
preventing them from taking control of achieving their goal.

The first three points above are associated with the practice of defining team
goals in terms of long work packages. The recommendation is to break the
strategy down into approximately two man-year work packages. This will
increase the rate at which teams complete their tasks. This increase in
“organisational churn” will reduce the inflexibility of the teams. It is this
inflexibility that drives the disruptive behaviour of senior managers.

The issue of senior management informing team leaders what tactical
approach to take is distinct from the other three. This dysfunctional approach
by senior management is characteristically associated with teams addressing
tasks that are new or unfamiliar to them, and as such comprises a form of
defence mechanism by senior managers. However understandable, it has
profoundly negative consequences for the organisation as a whole, and points
to an important aspect of personal development for those within an
organisation’s senior management and top team.

3.9 Summary
. Heterogeneous cross-functional teams inherently within their

composition contain the characteristics necessary to produce enhanced
team performance compared to homogeneous teams.

. A new heterogeneous team will not perform to its full potential as soon as
it is created. This is a significant disadvantage of heterogeneous teams,
with enhanced ultimate performance having to compensate for the lost
time taken to reach the performing stage.
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. Transformation from a loose group of individuals into a high performing
team is via a process that is both predictable and repeatable from one
team to the next.

. The favoured team development model contains a four-stage process;
forming, storming, norming and performing, which together comprise the
“team development” process through which all teams must pass.

. The team development process can be expanded using concepts from
group dynamics theory to help provide insight into why some individuals
opt out at the forming, and others slip back from the norming to storming
stage of the team development process.

. There are nine separate and distinct key factors associated with the
transformation of a loose group into a high performing team.

. The four-stage team development process and nine key factors may be
combined into a four by nine matrix that defines all factors relevant to the
performance of a team at each stage of the transformation from a loose
group of individuals into a high performing team. This is the team
landscape.

. Negotiation of boundaries between stages of the team development
process is a key leadership challenge through the team development
process. There are therefore five “critical points” associated with the
four-stage team development process.

. There are four separate and distinct leadership roles associated with the
transformation of a loose group into a high performing team.

. The five critical points through the team development process and four
leadership roles may be combined into a five by four matrix that defines
the key aspects of leadership at each critical point through the team
development process. This is the leadership landscape.

. The leadership behaviours that work well at one stage of, or critical point
through, the team development process are not necessarily appropriate at
any other.

. The behaviour of those in formal team leader and senior management
positions can have a profoundly negative effect on a team’s ability to
become effective.

. Adoption of appropriate tools and techniques throughout an organisation
can assist in the transformation of loose groups into effective teams and
facilitate the positive intervention of senior managers.

. Managing the individuals who wish to opt out of the team development
process is a key challenge for the team leader.
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. The various group dynamic processes at work within a team may be
regarded as “self protection” mechanisms the human mind brings to bear
to protect us from the stress and anxiety of group life.

. The process of understanding why individual team members behave as
they do becomes the process of moving all on towards a situation of
interdependence, both on the team leader and each other, which is the
essential precursor to the team truly performing.
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4. Case study – the Traditional
Turbine Company

In this section a case study is presented, and then analysed using the team and
leadership landscapes. The case study is written about a different organisation
to the one in which the team and leadership landscape were devised. This point
is critical as it contributes to the theory development process of Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a,b) by testing the validity of their frameworks in a different
context.

The above may be considered in terms of the cyclical or spiral process of
analytic induction described by Meredith (1993), who described a four stage
repetitive cycle from exploration to description to explanation to testing. The
work of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a,b) may firstly be considered to have
covered the exploration stage, with the emergence of a set of hypotheses.
Second, the description stage, with the emergence of models. Third, the
explanation stage, with the emergence of frameworks. In this section the case
study can be considered to complete the cycle, it is the fourth stage, testing,
with application of the emergent frameworks.

The use of the case study technique as part of a theory development and
validation process is considered credible, in spite of its decline in popularity for
this purpose during the 1960s. During the 1960s Daft (1980) observed that the
quest for scientific study of organisations propelled many researchers in the
direction of experimental and survey investigations. A major reason for the
loss of faith in case studies was the prevailing view that it was not possible to
generalise the results of research deriving from just one case. A set of
complementary issues were raised by Starbuck (1995), however, which are
relevant to this debate:

. A true statement about a population may not apply to any individual
case.

. Generalising impedes true understanding: properties shared by all
organisations may be superficial, obvious or unimportant.

. Following averages can lead us to being misled into thinking how
organisations are the same, when what matters is how they are different.

. Large samples and statistical significance generate “significant” findings
that may be misleading.

. Large sample statistics (without adequate analysis of subgroups) deflect
attention from individuality, complexity and variety.

The above is supported by Swamidass (1991), who argues that field-based
research can narrow the gap between practice and research. In areas where the
theoretical base is weak McCutcheon and Meredith (1993) argue that field
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based approaches are the best ways to find out about the issues, describe the
problems, discover solutions and generally ground theory in the complex,
messy world of real organisations.

The above consensus argues for rigour in case study research, with Yin
(1994) listing four tests commonly used to establish the quality of any empirical
social research:

. construct validity;

. internal validity;

. external validity; and

. reliability.

Construct validity is concerned with establishing correct operational measures
for the concepts being studied. As the team and leadership landscapes were
derived by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a, b) this is not considered to be an
issue. Indeed, the prime purpose of the case is to establish if the team and
leadership landscapes do apply in a different setting to the one in which they
were developed.

Internal validity is associated with establishing a causal relationship
whereby certain conditions are shown to lead to other conditions. Again, the
objective in this case study is to establish if the causal relationships advanced
by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a,b), embedded within the team and leadership
landscapes, are valid in a different setting to the one in which they were
developed. For this reason concerns over issues of internal validity are not
considered problematic.

External validity is associated with establishing the domain to which a
study’s findings may be generalised. The purpose of the case study in this
context is specifically to verify that the team and leadership landscape can be
generalised and applied in a setting different to the one in which they were
developed. For this reason concerns over external validity are considered to
have been addressed.

Reliability is associated with demonstrating that the operation of a study, for
example data collection, can be repeated with the same result. This is
considered less relevant within the scope of this monograph, as the
ethnographic methodology of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a,b)
comprehensively addresses the issue of reliability in construction of the team
and leadership landscapes. The case study is, therefore, fundamentally
descriptive used primarily to test what has already been created. It would have
been possible to use a different case study focused on the original team
development process of Tuckman (1965), such as that of Kakabadse (1987a).
The case study chosen, however, was considered to complement the work of
Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a,b) well, and therefore was preferred.

Before moving on to the case study itself, the issue of triangulation must be
considered. Triangulation refers to the process of mixing approaches, leading
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to more precise and generalisable results. In this context, the work of Sheard
and Kakabadse (2002a,b) may be regarded as “combined” with the case study,
collectively embodying the four stages of Meredith’s (1993) theory development
process. That the team and leadership landscape were applicable to the case
study is in itself a form of triangulation. The triangulation process is continued,
however, in section 5, where analysis of the case is taken further by considering
the insights that emerge in terms of the literature review on teams and team
working (section 1) and leadership (section 2). This serves as the critical test, by
reason of its comprehensiveness functioning as the glue that cements the
interpretation of results.

The case study that follows describes events that took place in an
organisation over a two-year period. The organisation described is a real one,
but not one operating specifically within the turbine industry. The name
Traditional Turbine Company is fictitious. Additionally, all names have been
changed to ensure confidentiality. The events described within the case are,
however, accurately represented with all quotations used having been recorded
at the time they occurred. The events described within the case took place long
enough ago that none of those employed by the organisation at the time remain
within the industry today.

4.1 Leadership and team development at work
Harry came to the Traditional Turbine Company as engineering director, and
quite suddenly had both people and projects to manage. The reason Harry had
been promoted was because whilst he was a capable engineer he had always
regarded the engineering as a means to an end. The end in question was to
produce something the customer actually wanted. This inevitably involved
spending a lot of time with clients, talking to them, getting them to evaluate
prototype units and then finally agreeing on a solution that could be produced
in time, at a tolerable cost and to an adequate specification. This collaborative
approach to new product development was unconventional, but did work.

Privately Harry thought he offered a skill set that was more business
development than engineering. At his interview Harry had pointed this out to
the CEO, who had waved the objection away:

The last thing I need is another engineer on the board, it’s that which got us into this mess in
the first place.

The mess he was referring to was an obsolete product range.
On his first day in the job, Harry found out why the company product range

was obsolete. The contracts he reviewed were for turbines that could have been
expected to sell into many near standard applications. To his amazement Harry
was told by his chief designer that the designs were badly compromised, much
more expensive than needed and not really a very good match to the client
requirements at all. The pressure of delivering within contract time scales
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effectively precluded any of these problems from being adequately addressed, a
situation that had been endemic for years.

Over the next six months Harry and his chief designer quietly worked on a
modular turbine concept. This time there was no pressure to deliver by a
specific contract date, and the more difficult design issues could be resolved.
During this time Harry got to know the sales and financial directors. This was
more because they were his peers on the board then due to any grand plan to
reinvent the company product range, however, it did enable Harry to get to the
bottom of why the company had been suffering a decline in sales recently.

Harry had taken to accompanying the sales director when asked, to give
technical presentations to potential clients, and the two found they got on well.
The company had “missed the cut” several times over the last few years, and
six times in the last nine months, because they did not have an “axial exhaust”
turbine. Clearly, Harry thought to himself, I had better get on and design one.

Six months after starting with the Traditional Turbine Company the
financial director presented the business case for Harry, and the sales director
presented the sales forecast he expected to deliver given the new axial exhaust
product range. Between them they explained how the proposed product
development budget would be spent, and the return the Traditional Turbine
Company would get on its investment.

The board meeting seemed to Harry to go badly. The CEO asked a lot of
negative questions, and at one point he asked the chief designer to step in to
explain a technical point Harry had not handled well. Despite these set-backs,
board approval to commence was granted, and Harry found himself wondering
how exactly he was going to deliver on all the promises that the financial
director, sales director and chief designer had made on his behalf.

Whilst Harry might have thought the board meeting had not gone well for
him personally, it did constitute the formal buy-in of not only his peer group
who had helped him, but also the CEO. In fact the CEO could not quite put his
finger on why, but he had become slightly uneasy about Harry. Perhaps it was
his quite obvious lack of respect of formality, in, for example, board meetings.
The other members of the board might find Harry’s comments hilarious, but if
he was honest he had no idea what Harry was talking about most of the time.
Nevertheless, he had confidence in his financial director, sales director and
chief designer. That would have to be enough. The sales forecast, if delivered,
would revitalize the company. On balance he thought, Harry had been a good
choice of engineering director.

Harry and his chief designer found a quiet corner in which to discuss the
board meeting. Neither had ever had such a large budget, and both were aware
that however confident they might have sounded in the board meeting, that is
not how they actually felt now. They decided that the best way forward was to
form a team, comprising the company’s best technical specialist in each of the
key design areas.
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The people Harry and his chief designer wanted were in different
departments, and had not worked together before. Over the following week
Harry spent his time negotiating with departmental managers, whilst the chief
designer negotiated with the individuals who would be asked to join the team.
This “two-pronged” approach was the chief designer’s idea, and seemed to
communicate the necessary information to both management and staff in a
non-threatening way.

Feeling confident, Harry gathered the various technical specialists who
comprised the new product development team together for their first formal
team meeting. The meeting did not go well; the team members assured Harry
that changing from a downward to an axial exhaust was impossible and
therefore the new product range was a non-starter. When in a minority of one,
with less than 12 month’s turbine experience and faced by a room full of people
with an average of 20 year’s experience each, Harry found it difficult to stand
his ground.

After the discussion, one of the team members came to Harry to say that
Northern Turbine Industries (NTI) had an axial exhaust, but it was ten times
larger than required so probably of no help. As NTI were a part of the same
group of companies as the Traditional Turbine Company, Harry persuaded the
CEO to arrange for himself and his chief designer to visit NTI’s engineering
director.

Harry returned from NTI with a full set of drawings of an axial exhaust, and
gathered the specialists together to take a look. It transpired that it was in fact
only about twice as big as required. Harry was loudly informed that it was, as a
piece of engineering design, complete rubbish, “we could do a much better job
than that” he was told, as if it was only his incompetence that had been holding
them back!

And that is how it began – with the key engineers in the company meeting
every two days, to talk about how it was going. This had never been done
before. The old engineering director had never worked this way. Harry would
come out of the reviews with his sides aching, from having laughed so much.
The more traditional engineers were not sure what to make of this, but the
enthusiasm was infectious and within a couple of weeks the reviews resembled
the set of a Monty Python film. The engineering team might have been out of
their comfort zone, but at least they were having fun!

What was most strange was the effect it had on how things were done.
Every other project in the company was bogged down, nothing could get done
and people only ever talked about problems. The axial exhaust project was
characterised by a quite surreal disrespect for authority of any kind, anarchic
humour and results that just happened, with only the occasional mention about
rules broken to liven up an amusing anecdote about something else.

After some three months Harry decided to tell his friend, the sales director,
what he was up to. The sales director promptly went off to re-bid three jobs he
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was about to lose because he could not offer an axial exhaust option. Less than
two weeks later he came to see Harry to say that he would probably convert
two of the bids into sales in the near future. Harry persuaded him to formally
present his bids and the client requirements to the product development team
to get the information over to them first hand. The team did not react in the
way they usually did as individuals when sales sold something. Typically they
would spend about a week complaining about what had been sold, but in this
instance, the spirit of enthusiasm prevailed.

After another three months, the delivery date for the first turbine was such
that Harry had to start purchasing long lead items. The CEO was asked, and
quoted a company policy stating that pre-provisioning without at least a letter
of intent was not allowed. The sales director, financial director and Harry
decided to do it anyway, and not tell him.

The effect that this turn of events had on the Traditional Turbine Company
was dramatic. Failure to win the contracts would almost certainly result in
Harry being fired, something no one wanted to be responsible for. The
engineering team worked double shifts to get the casting and forging drawings
to the pattern maker, foundry and forge-master on time. Harry then realized
that if they did not get the foundation drawings completed before the contracts
were placed, they could not be included in the final contract documentation,
which would inevitably result in contract to contract variations – something
they did not have time for. Suddenly the focus of attention switched, as the
team abruptly changed tack to complete what would normally take six months
in four weeks.

The chief designer decided that the sales team could not be trusted, and so
after Harry had found a polite way of putting this to the sales director, basically
moved in with them to write the final contract documentation himself. He and
Harry agreed that this was the only way they could avoid the usual
three-month delay whilst engineering figured out what sales had actually sold.

The team was now unrecognisable when compared to the collection of
individuals Harry had inherited when he started as engineering director. After
another three months the first contract was placed, and two weeks later the
second. Harry called a team meeting, and the sales director ran though the
detail. No one complained, the chief designer had seen to it that the contracts
contained no unpleasant surprises. The team now had nine months to deliver,
and no one had any doubt that they could, and that they would be the best
turbines in the company’s history.

The team now changed again. A different project manager was assigned to
each project, and officially there were now two “contract teams” working on the
two orders. The approach Harry adopted was to simply assign the original
product development team members to both contract teams, and then augment
each with junior engineers. This was to ensure that the momentum on the key
tasks was not lost.
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Despite delivering two turbines, the product development team members
remained clearly focused. The two turbines had to be the same design, with
enough built in flexibility to accommodate the variations between the two live
contracts. There was not time to design two bespoke turbines. Harry still spent
time talking to members of the original product development team, but his role
was now very low key.

Harry spent most of his time with the project managers and financial
director, whilst the chief designer seemed to take over his previous role,
resolving minor day-to-day problems with priorities. Essentially the original
product development team members were now driving the two contract teams;
in team meetings it was clear that they were now running the product
development effort. The chief designer would work closely with each team
member, with occasional assistance from Harry on demand.

The project managers, on Harry’s advice, stayed out of day-to-day
management, leaving it to the product development team members and chief
designer. Contract “design reviews” were a legal requirement, which Harry
dispatched in about 20 minutes every two weeks with each contract team and
the relevant project manager. The project managers both observed to Harry
that the axial exhaust projects were self-managing, and why was this not
possible on other projects? Harry avoided the issue of telling them that it was in
no small part due to their command and control management style. If this style
ever had been appropriate, it most certainly was not now, as the Traditional
Turbine Company needed creativity and innovation if it was to reinvent its
product range.

The two contracts were completed and delivered to site on time. They were
commissioned on time, went into warranty on time, and 12 months later came
out of warranty with no contract claims. None could remember this ever
happening before.

4.2 Application of the team and leadership landscapes
The behaviour of Harry changed as he established, developed and then drew on
a network of relationships within the Traditional Turbine Company. This
change in behaviour may be considered within the context of the team
development process, utilizing the team and leadership landscape to facilitate
insight into the key leadership behaviours that enabled the product
development team to deliver exceptional results.

Harry’s behaviour during the first six months with the Traditional
Turbine Company was focused on building a consensus amongst the senior
management, with the objective of gaining “cross border” agreement on the
new product specification. This early work, into forming, done before the
product development team was launched, was critical to Harry’s ability to
mobilise the organisation around the team’s goal. The result was a team
launch into the forming stage that enjoyed the full backing of the CEO and
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senior management team. This was recognised by Harry as a critical
precondition if the team members were to perceive that the organisation
was serious about this project, and therefore it would not simply go away
if ignored.

The forming stage can be considered to have started immediately after the
board meeting, as Harry and his chief designer identified the engineers they
needed in the new product development team, and started to approach them.
The approach adopted was appropriate in that it implemented the team
landscape in a context-sensitive way: managers were approached by Harry,
and the chief designer approached the individuals themselves. In this way the
role of each team member and the priority of the new product development
team’s goal was communicated to those whose co-operation was required. In
this way Harry addressed the three most important key factors in the team
landscape at the forming stage, picking team members who, due to their
speciality, had clearly defined roles, clarifying the priority of the project and
communicating both clearly.

The cross-functional nature of the team required that the entire senior
management team were brought into the new product development drive, as it
was only this commitment that enabled Harry to get the necessary engineering
team together at all. This commitment enabled Harry to act with authority in
the certain knowledge of the business priority given to the product
development team’s goal. The wide debate amongst the senior management
had also clarified the nature of the goal in Harry’s mind, making it relatively
easy for him to communicate it to the product development team members,
without drifting into his own “comfort zone” and dwelling on how to develop
new products generally.

The second critical point, forming into storming, occurred during the first
product development team meeting. This saw a challenge to Harry’s leadership
as the team simply rejected the task they had been given. It would have been
easy for Harry to react to this with a personal attack. Such behaviour would
have served only to create inter-personal barriers, and would have been very
unhelpful. Despite the dysfunctional way in which the point was made, Harry
maintained his respect for the teammembers’ technical competence. He defused
the situation by suggesting the team review their personal files for any
information that would enable them to regroup at a later date with more
information to enable them to discuss their options on the basis of fact.
Critically, Harry did not try to resolve the issues by forcing consent or react
with a personal attack following the challenge to his own leadership.

The product development team’s initial reaction to the goal it had been set
was to conclude that it was impossible, and that what was being asked of them
was beyond what could be done. This, combined with the realisation that this
time the company was serious about wanting a result, ensured that the team
quickly moved into the storming stage of the team development process. This
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stage is associated with feelings of loss at leaving a well-established
homogeneous functional team. It combines with anxiety about how the new
and different heterogeneous project team will turn out as an alternative social
system to the perfectly good one each individual recently lost.

The behaviour of Harry in this tense situation could have driven team
members towards focusing on personalities and events that would have
increased the probability of their opting out. To his credit, Harry focused on
developing his relationship with his chief designer, the most sociable and
widely respected member of the team, who Harry perceived as most likely to
fulfil the role of social leader and therefore characterised by the leadership
landscape as most likely to facilitate transition into the norming stage. This
was combined with a conscious effort to present a positive view of the
product development team to the senior management, discouraging the
interference that would inevitably have followed as they intervened to “help”
by presenting overly prescriptive solutions to problems of peripheral
relevance.

The need to enlist the contribution of other senior managers, whilst
simultaneously stopping them imposing inappropriate solutions on the team, is
a particular challenge during the storming stage of the team development
process, with the leadership landscape characterising intervention of macro
leaders as largely demotivating at the critical points on both sides of the
storming stage. Harry handled this well, his dialogue with the CEO facilitating
a visit to NTI’s engineering director. The ability to work through others is
critical at any stage of the team development process, but particularly relevant
during storming.

The additional information Harry and his chief designer obtained at NTI
was important as it enabled them to dispel the fantasy of team members that
their task was impossible. This enabled the team to negotiate the third critical
point through the leadership landscape, into norming, with the regular project
meetings helping to develop and embed new team working practices. This
provides clear evidence that the team was now functioning as a social system.

The storming stage can be characterised as a time when feelings have to be
aired, interpersonal conflicts emerge and conflict management is required.
Harry spent his time with team members, using his interpersonal skills to
address the issues that working differently inevitably created. The move into
the norming stage is characterised by resolution of some issues that working
differently creates.

The product development team meetings were now the key forum for
dialogue, with teammembers having a high degree of respect for each other. As
they relaxed they found it easier to raise difficult issues, with the increasing
humour in team meetings enabling the development of an acceptable
mechanism for discussing errors and mistakes by team members. This proved
an effective way of handling conflict positively. Specifically, it reduced
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formality between team members, limited hierarchical differences and
promoted the sharing of ideas.

Transition into the norming stage represents the generation and broad
acceptance of cross-functional team working within the team. Whilst very
positive, these emergent norms and working practices were vulnerable as they
cut across formally documented company operating procedures. If these new
norms and working practices are challenged, the team can slip back into the
storming stage.

Once the team had navigated successfully the transition into the norming
stage Harry recognised the need to publicise the team’s achievement. Such
public endorsement would drive the team on to truly perform. The presentation
by the sales director was how Harry chose to do this. This move was astute on
Harry’s behalf, as he and the sales director had become good friends. Risk
associated with the presentation was low.

The presentation was enjoyable for everyone. It provided an opportunity to
recognise publicly each product development team member for the work they
had done. The formal nature of the presentation, however informally
conducted, enabled the future programme of work necessary to support the bid
process to be bought off, and in so doing constituted “approval” for the new
working practices.

The move into the performing stage required Harry to behave differently
again. Essentially he no longer had to focus on getting the team performing,
it was already doing this. The focus was on intervening in a low-key
manner to defuse interpersonal tensions as they arose. Second, Harry became
a “Mr fixit”, resolving organisational infrastructure issues associated with
human relations, IT systems or conflicting priorities that if left unaddressed
could have stopped the team performing. It is also significant that Harry
accepted that he was the only one with the time to document working
practices developed by the product development team. This work was dull
but essential if the new way of working was to be embedded into the
company infrastructure. Effectively, Harry addressed the key factors,
infrastructure, priorities and communication identified in the team landscape
as critical at the performing stage.

Perhaps the single most significant event in the case is where Harry
explicitly went against the instructions from the CEO not to pre-provision for
the orders that the sales director was sure he would win. At this point Harry
was faced with a dilemma – go against a specific instruction from his boss or
stop the product development team performing. In the full knowledge that he
alone was accountable for his actions, he did pre-provision, knowing this was
in the organisation’s best interest, and simultaneously, that if the sales director
failed to win the expected contracts he would be fired. The buck stopped with
him.
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This points to the inability of the senior management to address difficult and
sensitive issues. Despite the best efforts of Harry, the senior management were
unable to come together over this. The commitment of Harry to the product
development team was enough for him to put the needs of the team and wider
organisation before his own need for secure employment.

The personal commitment of Harry swept away the last vestiges of the
old antipathy between sales and engineering. It was not possible for the
sales director to lose the orders as his friend would lose his job if he did. As
such, he accepted the chief designer moving in with sales to finalise the
technical details within the contract documentation – something that he
would never have accepted previously. Additionally, the sales director and
chief designer worked together in an open manner with the financial director
“cooking the books” to shift overhead in such a way that sales could get the
final price and margin that would win the contract and get internal approval
from the CEO.

As the first and second contracts were placed, Harry avoided disrupting the
product development team by assigning them to both contract teams, and then
augmenting each with junior engineers. The low profile way in which this was
handled enabled the organisation to “just do it!” Again Harry focused on
removing obstacles that might stop the team performing, and publicly
recognised outstanding individual performance.

Harry’s effort to discourage other senior managers from interfering was
critical at this stage. The project managers favoured a “command and
control” style of management. This had evolved due to the poorly drafted
contract documentation historically requiring major engineering variations,
for which they in turn pursued the client through endless contract claims.
To give them credit, the project managers had no idea that sales and
engineering had changed, with the chief designer resolving these issues at
the pre-contract stage for the first time in the company’s history.
Nevertheless, a major focus for Harry was preventing the project
managers from stopping the contract teams performing. The project
managers occupied the macro key role in this context, which is identified in
the leadership landscape as unlikely to motivate at the critical point
maintaining performance. Similarly, the team members were occupying task
key roles, with the chief designer occupying a social key role. In this respect,
Harry as the legitimate leader had effectively implemented the leadership
landscape, enabling the team to navigate the team landscape utilising a
dependent web of relationships.

In this case the issues surrounding termination of the team were handled by
minimising the loss felt by team members as the social system that was the
product development team was disbanded. The skilful constitution of the first
two contract teams enabled the product development team social system to be
perpetuated in them. A genuinely open discussion with product development
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team members enabled Harry to fulfil their personal expectations as they
moved to the new contract teams. The new relationship with sales also enabled
contract team members to work with the sales team as new bids to clients were
developed, as the chief designer had done with the first two. This set the scene
for constituting follow-on contract teams around new contracts, whilst still
drawing on the original product development team social system. In this way
the organisation was able to keep performing, and effectively embed high
performing teams as the company’s culture.
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5. Concluding comments
The case study illustrates how an individual can have a transforming impact
whilst dealing with the routine transactional aspects of business life. The
vision Harry formed of a new product range was not left as just one more good
idea; action followed and the sense of mission amongst those who had to realise
the vision was enough to drive the project forward. This action was not just a
one-off. The sense of purpose was sufficient to ensure that the organisation did
not slip back into its historic way of working. The new team working approach
became the norm with the consequence that high-performing teams really did
become institutionalised within the organisation as the standard practice.

The case illustrates how cross-functional teams can be formed, and the
difficulties inherent in trying to do so. The agreement of the entire senior
management team was needed before attempting to create the new product
development team. Functional departments often control the resources needed by
cross-functional teams. They can and often do sabotage the efforts of those
attempting to drive any form of organisational change by their use. The way this
resistance was overcome is illustrated via a focus on the relationship between the
sales and engineering departments. More by accident then design Harry and the
sales director got on well personally, with Harry volunteering to help out with
presentations to demanding clients. This friendship in turn facilitated the sales
director helping Harry during the product development process, leaving both
with a sense of shared commitment. This paid dividends when Harry was able to
convince the sales director to accept an invasion of his territory, as the chief
designer moved in with sales to finalise technical details of the first contracts for
new products. This was the point where real cross-functional team-work started,
and only happened as a direct consequence of the relationship between Harry
and the sales director. The network of relationships between senior managers is
critical to the creation and follow-through success of cross-functional teams.

The issue of senior management involvement was illustrated by a
consideration of the CEO’s behaviour, the senior management team, and finally
the project managers within the senior management team. The action Harry
took in gaining agreement from both the CEO and senior management to
initiate the new product development programme should not be
underestimated. Whilst it is “more fun to be present at the conception than
the birth” the Traditional Turbine Company had been talking about developing
new products for over ten years before Harry joined. To get agreement from the
entire senior management team on what that specification should be and then
mobilise the organisation’s resource into action was a significant achievement.

The CEO, however, was deeply conservative and the senior management
team had learnt to habitually avoid conflict. At the point were Harry asked the
CEO to step out of his comfort zone he was turned down flat, with the
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consequence that Harry and other senior managers were left with a stark
choice – to abandon their vision or go against a direct instruction from the CEO
not to pre-provision. This shows up a senior management team that was not a
team in the true sense of the word, and was in fact now the problem rather than
the mechanism for addressing it.

Towards the end of the case the product development team had started to
truly perform, and so the focus changed for Harry. It was now necessary to stop
other members of the senior management team from interfering, to ensure that
the team continued to perform. This is not to imply that senior managers
deliberately interfere with teams that are performing, however, it is quite
possible for legitimate interest in a team’s actions to be so negative that the
team stops performing. The observation was made by Sheard and Kakabadse
(2002a) that senior managers routinely stop teams performing by:

. changing priorities at short notice;

. removing key team members for “important” jobs elsewhere;

. allowing teams to fall apart by removing members until there are none
left and never formally disbanding the team; and

. informing the team leaders what tactical approach to take and so
preventing them from taking control of achieving their goal.

In the case study, Harry focused on the project managers, making sure that their
involvement did not result in any of the above. The project managers’ experience
was that priorities did change at short notice, that projects always petered out as
angry clients gradually lost interest over many months and that as a
consequence of this it was essential to tell project team members what approach
to take to avoid attracting the clients’ attention unnecessarily. From their
perspective, therefore, their actions were not only logical, but also necessary.

The case highlights how what is important changes through the life of a
team. Different factors are relevant at different stages of a team’s life, with
Harry having the flexibility to adapt his style as the team developed. By
focusing on what was important at each point in time his contribution
remained relevant to helping the team progress. This awareness does not
happen by accident; Harry built a robust enough network of relationships
within the product development team for team members to provide him with
honest feedback. This was facilitated by the use of humour, initiated by Harry,
that provided a low conflict way of raising difficult issues.

The feedback was necessary for Harry’s ability to adapt his own style, and in
so doing move the team on. As the team reached critical points at which some
fundamental change took place in working practices or the accepted working
norms within the organisation, Harry was able to draw on his network of
relationships. In so doing he enabled difficult decisions to be both taken and
accepted within the product development team. As the team developed, every
member became a leader of some element of the project with a mission to do their
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part, as to do otherwise would be to fail their friends and colleagues. In this way
leadership was not Harry’s job, it became part of everyone’s role within the team.

This approach to leadership is not conventional as it did not cast Harry in
the role of a superior. The approach was also not hierarchical; Harry did not
perceive himself as being at the top – rather he perceived himself as being a
part of the team with his own skills and competences. Every member of the
team was a specialist with a deep knowledge of one technical subject. In
comparison Harry was a generalist, able to assist any team member effectively.
At its most simple, Harry’s transactional role was to do all those things that
needed doing that others either could not, or did not want to do. In this way
Harry was of service to the team, the antithesis of the conventional view of
those in leadership roles who inform “the troops” what they will be doing and
then later criticise their effort.

From the perspective of the CEO Harry was an excellent leader, as the people
who worked for him were all busy working on a project he had approved, and
for the first time in his long service with the company the sales department had
stopped complaining about engineering. In board meetings Harry was able to
speak with authority about the product development project in detail, giving a
competent air of someone who was comfortable with their own power.
Simultaneously, the CEO had no idea what Harry spent over 90 per cent of his
time doing. Whilst Harry might have been a hero in front of difficult clients and
in board meetings, he spent the majority of his time documenting procedures,
upgrading IT systems and doing his best to help team members with difficult
HR issues.

As the product range was launched, and various team members took the
credit for novel features that both cut cost and enabled the sales department to
offer reduced delivery time, the part Harry had played was slowly forgotten.
Harry might have been the most popular manager at the Traditional Turbine
Company, and might have had the respect of his peer group, but he had to live
without applause. Harry was a quiet but very influential leader.

5.1 Teams and team working
The case highlights the potential of a team based approach to solving
organisational problems, with Robbins (1984) considering the alternatives and
identifying cross-functional teams as the type of team offering the greatest
potential for high organisational performance.

Management of cross-functional teams was considered by Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002a), who concluded that a goal-based approach was most
appropriate. This approach involves identifying a network of sub-goals that must
be achieved if the overall goal is to be delivered without being prescriptive about
how the team should do it. This is in line with the recommendations of Levitt
(1963), who observed that there is a balance to be struck between creativity and
conformity within an organisation. The use of a goal-based approach provides a
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framework within which a cross-functional team must work, whilst leaving room
for creativity in terms of how to deliver a particular sub-goal.

The above makes an assumption that the task a team has been set is suitable
for both a cross-functional team, and a goal-based approach to its delivery.
This point was considered by Critchley and Casey (1984), who studied the
conditions needed for effective team working. The optimum conditions were
judged to be those entailing high uncertainty and maximum choice. These
sentiments were echoed by Higgs (1999), who observed that teams add value
where there is a diversity of possible solutions, and therefore a range of
perspectives is helpful. These conditions were most certainly present in the
case study, and may be considered to be a reason why the problem of a new
product range had remained unaddressed for so long.

The issues associated with team working within an organisation are
important. The contribution of Belbin (1981, 1993, 1997, 2000) is helpful in this
respect, identifying the importance of team role in addition to the functional role of
prospective team members. In this context team role refers to the team roles of
Belbin (1993), and were developed to help promote an understanding of how to
manage a team both from the perspective of what the team is tasked with doing,
and how it goes about doing so most efficiently. The observation was made by
Belbin (1993) that the more a team displays a spread of personal attributes, laying
the foundation for different team role capabilities, the greater the propensity for it
to be a high performing team. Within the context of navigating successfully the
team development process, a team of individuals with complementary team and
functional roles will be inherently less prone to conflict, which will naturally
reduce the impact of the storming stage of the team development process.
Additionally, the teamwill be less likely to fall into the norming/storming cycle, or
to have individual team members opt out at the forming stage.

Within the case it was clear that initially team members were reluctant to join
the new product development team. The reasons why people are reluctant to join
new teams are comprehensively reviewed by Diamond (1993), who identified that
as individuals there is a trade-off associated with membership of any group.
Diamond argues that an individual’s ability to maintain a balance between
relative independence and group membership is key. Establishing a separate
identity in a group is essential to well being. As such, fear of losing one’s personal
identity is a major factor in the reluctance of individuals to join new teams.

The requirement for independence and autonomy is what distinguishes us
from each other. However, group affiliation draws upon individual narcissism
– both healthy and pathological. Individual requirements for self-esteem and
reassurance differ. Some need more reinforcement than others, and some must
find others who make them feel more powerful and safe. Regardless of this, all
of us need others and therefore need some degree of affiliation. We
simultaneously want to be part of a group and fear the loss of personal identity
associated with it.
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Critical organisational events often ignite anxiety and aggression that in
turn spark regressive and defensive group responses. Regression, for our
purposes, is defined as an extreme and counterproductive reaction to
environmental and organisational incidents, which are perceived by group
members as threatening to their sense of self. The significance of this is
identified by Diamond, who concluded that there is an imbalance that favours
group membership and affiliation over personal identity and autonomy. This
has far reaching consequences for any individual in an organisation attempting
to mobilise a new team around a specific organisational problem, as invariably
every potential member of the new team will be an existing member of another.
This observation provides some insight into why senior managers can, and
often do, encounter such resistance when attempting to constitute a new team.

The above is helpful in explaining why Harry encountered such resistance
from team members during the forming and storming stages of the team
development process. Nevertheless, the observations of Robbins (1984) stand,
cross-functional teams (such as the product development team) are the type of
team offering the possibility of the highest organisational performance.

The high performance Robbins (1984) alludes to is at least in part manifested
by an ability to transform the creative ideas of team members into innovative
solutions to the problems which face a team in delivering its goal. This point
was considered by Sethi et al. (2002), who observed that including an
ever-increasing number of people from different functional departments in a
cross-functional team does not necessarily improve the innovativeness of a
team. As the team becomes larger it becomes harder for team members to find
novel connections between their various perspectives, which has a tendency to
reduce the innovativeness of the team.

The observation of Sethi et al. (2002) supports the notion that there is an
optimum size for a team, a point considered by Hackman (2002). This was
considered by Hackman to be four or five, with Belbin (2000) observing that
teams up to six can still effectively convert the creative ideas of individual team
members into innovative solutions to the problems faced by the team. The
product development team in the case had many more than the optimum four or
five team members, however, due to the use of sub-goals there were never more
than five individuals associated with the delivery of any one identifiable element
of the overall project. In this way Harry successfully broke down a large project
into a number of projects suitable for optimum size teams to undertake.

The approach Harry took to managing the product development team was to
employ a hands-on style, holding two project reviews a week, and spending the
majority of his time assisting with resolving issues identified at these reviews.
This is in line with a final point made by Sethi et al. (2002) that close
management and supervision can help to improve a team’s creativity by
helping to make resources available to facilitate the innovative implementation
of original ideas.
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A final point worthy of mention relating to teams and team working is in
respect to an aspect of the approach Harry took to management of the product
development team. Harry accepted that due to the novelty of what the team
was trying to do, mistakes were inevitable and he used humour to make it
easier for team members more accustomed to a high blame culture to discuss
the mistakes from a perspective of what had been learnt. This is in line with the
recommendations of Farson and Keyes (2002), who make the case for
failure-tolerant leaders. The concept is that the leader should view mistakes as
educational tools and as signposts on the road to success. This provides team
members with a green light to explore, no longer thinking in terms of success or
failure but in terms of learning and experience.

5.2 Leadership
The case provides an insight into the leadership issues associated with creating
and managing high performing teams, specifically the issues associated with
transformational and transactional aspects of leadership. This was considered
by Kakabadse and Kakabadse (1999), who concluded that it constitutes the
paradox between leading and managing, describing it as pushing for great
change whilst keeping the organisation on track. The case illustrates how
Harry was able to hold both transformational and transactional aspects,
without losing sight of either. A vision was developed, and the organisation
mobilised whilst simultaneously the routine issues associated with procedures
and contract reviews were despatched to keep the organisation functioning.
This is illustrated in the case in the way that Harry spendt the majority of his
time helping team members, sensitive to their needs, whilst simultaneously
driving through change with discipline and determination.

A historic view of leadership is helpful as it illustrates how attitudes
towards leadership have changed over time. A comprehensive review of the
history of leadership was provided by Kakabadse (2000), who identified
three different interpretations of leadership; the pre-historic view, the
self-development school and the born to lead school. A complementary
approach to that of Kakabadse (2000) was provided by Olivier (2001), who
considered leadership in terms of the “journey” an individual takes as they
attempt to initiate, lead and follow through a transformational course of
action. The above indicates that for the leader to make a difference
requires different approaches in different situations, and these must be
context sensitive.

If this is accepted then it follows that no one person is likely to display the
capacity to fully appreciate the different requirements of different contexts. On
the basis that a number of inputs and viewpoints are required in order to make
a powerful impact in any particular context, leadership must be considered
from the perspective of role and team contribution rather than personal
characteristics. In essence, Kakabadse (2000) argues that the single leader
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concept must give way to one of team based ownership, with this being
perhaps the single most important theme through the case as Harry engages
both senior managers and team members, creating an effective leadership
team.

The ability to create high performing teams with leadership distributed
amongst a network of team members was studied by Kakabadse (1991). A
conclusion reached was that the quality of working relationships between team
members had a primary influence of the individual’s ability to operate as an
effective team. Team members are constantly exposed to each other, and it is
vital that they positively engage in a process of building relationships. A lack
of respect and trust can lead to a deterioration of relationships between team
members, as a consequence of which people talk to one another less about key
issues. This becomes a handicap when it is time to discuss sensitive issues or
complex problems, and is best illustrated in the case where Harry discusses
pre-provisioning with the CEO. This was the point in the case were it becomes
clear that the CEO did not trust Harry sufficiently to seriously consider the
possibility of taking a risk that might reflect badly on himself in the year-end
accounts.

This illustrates that Harry was caught up in a complex web of dependent
relationships as he created and then led the product development team. This
web of relationships was not just hierarchy and formal authority, but extended
to his peer group as well. This concept of leadership as a network of
relationships is not new, with Kotter (1999) observing that as managerial work
is increasingly a leadership task, and because leaders operate through a
complex web of dependent relationships, managerial work is increasingly
becoming a game of dependencies on others instead of just power over others.

The idea that Harry was part of a dependent web of relationships fits the
case, and helps to explain why, despite being the formal leader and authority
figure, he spent the majority of his time working with team members who were
lower down the organisational tree, helping them to do their part for the team.
The approach Harry adopted was described by Jaworski (1998) and Greenleaf
(1977), who considered the organisation as a network. The core value at the
centre of Greenleaf’s philosophy is that of “the servant as leader” in which at
the core great leaders are those who wish to help others, and in return for this
integrity, those around them bestow upon them the mantle of leader. The
essence of leadership in this context, then, is the desire to serve those that are to
be led, and a core belief that building and maintaining a network of
relationships is at the heart of creating and leading a team. As Goleman et al.
(2002) observed, there are many leaders, not just one. Leadership should be
distributed. It resides not solely in the individual at the top but in every person
at every level who, in one way or another, acts as a leader to a group of
followers – wherever in the organisation that person is, whether shop steward,
team leader or CEO.
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5.3 The team development process
The issues surrounding effective development of teams have been studied by
Kakabadse et al. (1988), who made the observation that simply placing a
number of skilled professional individuals together in a group and expecting
them to perform as a team is unrealistic. Specifically, for teams to perform
reasonably takes time for people to become better acquainted with each other
and for individuals to assess each other and reflect on the general style of their
colleagues.

This time that is taken for a new team to perform was considered by
Kakabadse et al. (1988) to be associated with the time taken for the team to pass
through a “team development process”. The transformation from a loose group
of individuals to a high performing team was not considered to be due to a
random process, but rather due to a team development process that was both
predictable and repeatable from one team to another.

The process favoured by Kakabadse et al. (1988) was the team development
wheel of Tuckman (1965). The process proposed by Tuckman (1965) contains
four stages, forming, storming, norming and performing, which together
comprise the development process through which all teams must pass.

The team development process of Tuckman (1965) was expanded by Sheard
and Kakabadse (2002a) using concepts from group dynamics theory to help
provide insight into why some individuals opt out of the process at different
stages. This approach can help practitioners with application of the team
development process, providing a greater level of insight into why a team is
failing to progress from one stage to the next through the process.

The research of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) also identified nine separate
and distinct key factors associated with the transformation of a loose group
into an effective team. When these nine key factors are combined with the four
stages of the team development process, the result is a nine by four matrix that
defines all factors relevant to the performance of a team at each stage of the
transformation of a group of individuals into a high performing team. Sheard
and Kakabadse (2002a) named this matrix “the team landscape”. The case
study illustrated how the key factors appropriate at each stage through the
team development process were the focus of Harry’s behaviour and actions,
and critically, the changes that were needed as the team moved from stage to
stage.

The work of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002a) characterised leadership in
terms of the four stages of the team development process. This was helpful
within the context of the nine key factors, where the level of granularity chosen
associated all leadership issues with a single key factor, “leadership”. A lower
level of granularity, however, is required if those in leadership positions within
an organisation are to be provided with a better insight into the impact of their
behaviour on the speed of transformation of those teams with which they are
associated.
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This was provided by Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b), who observed that
teams spent very little time in transition from one stage of the team
development process to another. Typically, teams would progress between
stages of the team development process in less than a day or not at all. From
this Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b) concluded that the critical leadership
challenge is negotiation of boundaries between stages of the team development
process. This enabled five “critical points” to be associated with the four-stage
team development process.

The work of Sheard and Kakabadse (2002b) went on to identify four distinct
roles associated with the transformation of a loose group into a high
performing team. The four leadership roles and five critical points were then
combined into a four by five matrix that defines the key aspects of leadership at
each critical point through the team development process. Sheard and
Kakabadse (2002b) named this matrix “the leadership landscape”. The case
study focuses on the changing nature of Harry’s leadership role as the team
pass through the team development process. It illustrated that as the team
moved towards the performing stage of the team development process the need
for high profile leadership on Harry’s part diminished, and leadership roles of
other team members became proportionally more important.

The team and leadership landscapes help those like Harry who presume to
step into leadership by providing insight into the “how” of team working. It is
relatively easy to focus on the “what” of delivering. What is to be done? What
resources will be needed? What form should the deliverable take? To create
truly high team performance, however, it is also necessary to focus on how the
team operates as a social system, how the team progresses through the team
development process and what is most important in minimising the time taken
to do so. The team and leadership landscapes provide insight into the process
by which a team can transform from a loose group of individuals into a high
performing team. This gives structure to the “how” of team working. In so
doing, the landscapes help practitioners navigate the team development
process in the minimum time, helping to make high performing teams part of
the company culture.

A key attribute Harry possessed that enabled him to do this was his ability
to be context sensitive. The ability to read context, and matching that with his
inclinations and aspirations enabled Harry to determine which element of
leadership to pursue from moment to moment through the case. The
requirement to adapt to context introduces greater complexity into leadership
practice, with Kakabadse (2000) considering this issue specifically. Kakabadse
(2000) concluded that the contextual based interpretations of leadership assume
constant attention to enhancing leadership capability, as nothing stays still.
Responsiveness to context requires mindsets of continuous development,
whereby the individual is always ready to adjust and change their skills and
approach as the needs of others change. This process was facilitated in the case
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by Harry actively seeking feedback from others, and introducing the humour
necessary to enable feedback to be offered in a low conflict way.

This behaviour on Harry’s part ensured that his impact was usually
positive. He recognised the issues that were important at one point through the
team development process would not necessarily be important at another and
then focused on those of relevance rather then being drawn into a discussion of
peripheral issues. Similarly, he recognised that a leadership style that works
well in one context would not necessarily work well in another. The lack of
such insight on the part of many senior managers goes some way to explaining
why their presence can have such a negative effect on the ability of the teams
with which they are associated to become truly effective.

A focus on senior management behaviour, and the necessary communication
and feedback to minimise negative aspects of it is helpful, and can be
complemented by the use of appropriate tools and techniques. In the case,
Harry focuses on setting goals, rather then prescriptively defining what tasks
were to be performed. The use of goal-based planning was found by Sheard
and Kakabadse (2002a) to be an effective way of helping to ensure that senior
management intervention was relatively positive, leading to the conclusion that
the right tools and techniques can help and assist senior managers to ensure
their behaviour is more appropriate to the situation faced.

An issue those who step into leadership face when dealing with those who
have opted out is best illustrated in the case when Harry holds the first team
meeting, and the task he sets the team is rejected as impossible. The task was
not impossible, however, by characterising it as such the team members were
able to rationalise their reluctance to join the new team. The approach Harry
adopted was to seek new information, and not to react with a personal attack
on any team members.

This response on the part of team members may be viewed as a
self-protection mechanism that the human mind brings to bear to protect each
of us from the stress and anxiety of group life. The self-protection mechanisms
which enable each of us to survive in group situations provide a major
challenge to those in leadership roles. The act of considering different defensive
processes, however, helps those in leadership roles to distinguish between the
content of group discussion and the process of group life. This is an act of
looking below the surface, of asking what is really going on in a group
situation. If done skilfully, this promotes an understanding of why individual
teammembers behave as they do, which in turn becomes the process of moving
all towards a situation of inter-dependence, both on the team leader and on each
other. This interdependence is the essential precursor to a team performing at
its best.
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